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INSTANTONS ON ALE SPACES, QUIVER VARIETIES,
AND KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS

HIRAKU NAKAJIMA

To Professor Shoshichi Kobayashi on his 60th birthday

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall introduce a new family of varieties,
which we call quiver varieties, and study their geometric structures. They have
close relation to the singularity theory and the representation theory of the Kac-
Moody algebras.
Our original motivation was to study solutions of the anti-self-dual Yang-

Mills equations on a particular class of 4-dimensional noncompact complete
manifolds, the so-called ALE spaces (or the ALE gravitational instantons), which
were constructed by Kronheimer [Krl]. In [KN] we gave a description of the
framed moduli space of all solutions in terms of solutions of a system of quadratic
equations (called the ADHM equations) for representations of a quiver on an
affine, simply laced Dynkin graph. It is an analogue of the description, given by
Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin, and Manin [ADHM], of the moduli space for IR4 (or
S4) in terms of solutions of a quadratic equation for certain finite-dimensional
matrices.
Once we set aside their gauge-theoretic origin, there is no longer reason to

restrict ourselves to affine Dynkin graphs. Definitions can be generalized to arbi-
trary finite graphs. We get what we call quiver varieties.
We study geometric structures of quiver varieties in this paper. In [Nal] it was

noticed that the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections on ALE spaces has a
hyper-K/ihler structure, namely a Riemannian metric equipped with three endo-
morphisms I, J, K of the tangent bundle which satisfy the relations of quaternion
algebra and are covariant constant with respect to the Levi-Civita connection:

12 j2 K2 1, IJ -JI K, VI VJ VK O.

The same holds for general quiver varieties. In particular, quiver varieties have
holomorphic symplectic forms. We study further properties of the quiver variety,
such as a natural *-action, symplectic geometry, topology, and so on. As ALE
spaces closely related to simple singularities, quiver varieties have very special
kinds of singularities that enjoy very nice properties.
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Surprisingly, the ADHM equation appears in a very different context. In [L3]
Lusztig used it to construct "canonical bases" of the part U- of the quantized
enveloping algebra U associated by Drinfeld and Jimbo to the graph. Motivated
by his results, we give a geometric construction of irreducible highest-weight
integrable representations of the Kac-Moody algebra associated to the graph
(Theorem 10.14). The weight space of the representation space will be given as a
vector space consisting of constructible functions on a Lagrangian subvariety of a
quiver variety. The action of the Kac-Moody algebra, which maps a constructible
function on a quiver variety to one on another quiver variety, is given by using
"geometric Hecke operators". Thus the representation can be constructed if we
treat several quiver varieties simultaneously. An advantage of our approach is
that it gives a geometric construction of the action of the whole Kac-Moody
algebra, not just the part. We also observe (Theorem 10.16) that the middle
cohomology group of the quiver variety is isomorphic to a weight space of an
irreducible integrable highest-weight representation, when the underlying graph is
of type ADE or affine.

Let us briefly summarize the context of this paper. In 2 we give the definition
of quiver varieties, a quick review of the construction of the ALE spaces by
Kronheimer I-Krl], and the ADHM description of anti-self-dual connections on
ALE spaces [KN]. The quiver varieties will be described as hyper-Kihler quo-
tients (see Hitchin et al. [HKLR]) of representation spaces of a quiver on a
graph, which are finite-dimensional quaternion vector spaces. The representations
of the quiver that we use here are little bit different from those used in the
literature. We put two vector spaces for each vertex (see (2.1)). We also choose a
parameter (= ((, () from Z (Z (R) ), where Z is a finite-dimensional real
vector space. So we denote the corresponding quiver variety by 9J/;. The parame-
ters which give nonsingular varieties form an open dense subset (Z 0) (Z (R) )) in
Z )(Z (R) ). Their underlying differentiable structures are independent of the
parameter. If we move the parameter, the hyper-Kihler structure on the quiver
variety changes correspondingly. Parameters in the complement Z 03 (Z (R) )\
(Z (Z (R) )) correspond to singular varieties. The variety has the most compli-
cated singularities when ( -0. If we move the parameter in the Z (R) C-compo-
nent, we get a deformation of the central fiber. The situation is quite similar to
that of simple singularities.
The ADHM equation arises as the hyper-Kihler moment map equation. It

decomposes into two components: the real ADHM equation and the complex
ADHM equation. The real ADHM equation contains terms with the hermitian
adjoint of matrices. In 3 we give a purely holomorphic description of the quiver
variety, which does not deal with the hermitian inner product. Similar
phenomena appeared when Donaldson studied anti-self-dual connections on IR4

[Do]. The essential point is to introduce a subset H of the affine variety given by
the complex ADHM equation. The superscript "s" means the stability, the notion
coming from the geometric invariant theory. The complexification G, of a com-
pact Lie group G, acts on H. Then the quiver variety 9J/ is isomorphic to the
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quotient space H/G. The result can be explained by using the language of con-
nections: the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections is isomorphic to that of
holomorphic vector bundles. This so-called Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence
was proved by Donaldson and Uhlenbeck-Yau for compact Kihler manifolds.
For an ALE space, which is noncompact but has a simple asymptotic structure, it
was proved recently by Bando [Ba].

It is important to study not only the single quiver variety but also the relation-
ship between quiver varieties with different parameters. In 4 we define a holo-
morphic map re: 9J/t,) 93/to,o, which is a resolution of singularities. This can
be considered as a generalization of a result in [Krl] where the corresponding
statement was shown for ALE spaces.

In 5 we define a IE*-action on the quiver variety. We then study the fixed point
set of the action. We also study another variety 7r-1(0) where re" 9J/t;,o)
9910 is the map defined in 4. It is shown that i is a Lagrangian variety with
respect to the holomorphic symplectic form and homotopy equivalent to 9J/t;,o).
(The IE*-action gives a retraction map.) In particular, irreducible components of
2 give a basis for the middle homology of 9J/t;,o). It gives us the "canonical
basis" for the representation considered in 10.

In 6 we define a stratification on the singular quiver, variety 9J/. The dense
stratum is the set of regular points of 9J/, and each lower stratum is isomorphic
to the nonsingular locus of the quiver variety corresponding to the different data.
We show that the map r: 9J/,) 9J/o,) is semismall in the sense of I-BM, 1.1].
The stratification can be explained in the language of anti-self-dual connections.
The nonsingular locus corresponds to the moduli space of anti-self-dual connec-
tions, and it has the natural completion given by Uhlenbeck’s compactness theo-
rem. When points fall into lower strata, the curvatures of the corresponding con-
nections go to infinity at singular points of X; and the limit is a connection on a
different vector bundle.

In 7 we give concrete examples of 9J/. The cotangent bundle of a generalized
flag manifold of type A, is obtained as a quiver variety on the graph of type Am.
(Note that rn may be different from n in general.) It is the resolution of the
singularities (generalized Springer’s resolution) of the closures of a nilpotent orbit,
which is isomorphic to 9J/o. The resolution map coincides with the one given in
3. Unfortunately, it seems very difficult to get such explicit descriptions of the
quiver varieties in general. We do not know how to give generalized flag mani-
folds of other types in our theory.

In 8 we give other examples. It is simply reformulation of a result of
Kronheimer [Kr2]. He constructed the intersection of a nilpotent orbit with a
transversal slice to another nilpotent orbit as moduli spaces of SU(2)-equivariant
anti-self-dual connections on IR4. We can reformulate his result using a quiver
when the Lie algebra is of type A, and show that 9J/o is isomorphic to his variety
in certain cases. Since 9J/,o) is a resolution of the singularities of 93/0, it seems
quite natural to conjecture that this coincides with the resolution constructed
by Slodowy IS1]. We cannot verify this conjecture, but we show that their
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cohomology groups are isomorphic. Slodowy’s resolutions contain subvarieties
(called Spaltenstein’s varieties in [BM]) as a deformation retract. Borho-
MacPherson gave a formula for the Poincar6 polynomials of Spaltenstein’s
varieties IBM].

In 9 we give an application of our construction when the graph is of Dynkin
type. As we already noticed, the quiver varieties are constructed as a family para-
metrized by (Z (Z (R) )). The vector space Z is identified with the real Cartan
subalgebra and has an action of the Weyl group. The action lifts to the total
space when the corresponding vector bundle satisfies c (E) 0. Then the mono-
dromy representation gives us a Weyl group representation on the homology of
the moduli space. This is very similar to the situations studied by Slodowy [S1].
(It is known that they coincide with the Springer representation. All irreducible
representations of the Weyl group are realized by his construction.)

In 10 we give a geometric construction of representations of the Kac-Moody
algebra. For the construction of the action of its upper triangular part, we basi-
cally follow Lusztig’s idea [L2], [L3], but our approach is different from his
in two points. First, we have extra vector space Wk for each vertex k. Second,
we consider stable points H instead of the whole variety. These lead us to
construct representations instead of the part u- of the universal enveloping
algebra.
A construction of representations of quantized enveloping algebra is also

discussed in 11. This part is not satisfactory yet, since we can only give a
geometric construction of the action of U-. This is done by studying the micro-
supports of perverse sheaves, which was used to construct U- by Lusztig [L2-1,
[L3].
By recalling results from 8, we get a mysterious connection between represen-

tations and Spaltenstein’s varieties, at least for type A (i.e., the dimension of the
weight space is equal to the number of irreducible components of the Spalten-
stein’s variety). This may be confusing; the rank n is not the same in general. Even
if we study the quiver variety on the Dynkin graph of type A,, it may correspond
to Spaltenstein’s variety of type Am with m n. Ginzburg constructed representa-
tions of , on top-degree homology groups of Spaltenstein’s varieties [Gi]. (See
also Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson [BLM].) It is natural to conjecture that our
representations are isomorphic to his ones via the results in 8. But the author
has no idea for the proof at this moment.
Our study is reminiscent of Hitchin’s self-duality equations [Hi]. It is a partial

differential equation on Riemann surfaces, which is obtained by the dimensional
reduction of the anti-self-duality equation on the 4-dimensional Euclidean space.
Both moduli spaces, Hitchin’s and ours, have hyper-Kfihler structures and circle
actions. Both theories have many examples of moduli spaces in common.
Donaldson and Kronheimer described the cotangent bundle of the generalized
flag manifold as the moduli space of $1-equivariant solutions of the self-duality
equation on the 2-disk, while it also appears in our theory (see 7). So in the final
section, we discuss analogies in both theories.
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We use the results in [Krl], [KN] only in the last halves of 2 and {}3 and also
in 9. But those parts are written only for the explanation of the motivation. The
main part of our paper is independent of [Kr1], [KN].

In [Na4], our results are explained in the gauge-theoretic terms, instead of the
language of quivers.

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Peter Kronheimer for a number of
interesting discussions concerning the present work. I am also grateful to the
referee, who introduced me to the work of King [-Kin].

2. ALE spaces, the ADHM descriptions, and quiver varieties. The purpose of
this section is to give the definition of quiver varieties and the ALE spaces, and to
state the ADHM description on the ALE spaces. Our notation here will be a little
different from the original one [KN]; we choose a particular complex structure I,
breaking the natural symmetry between three complex structures I, J, K. We
adapt the notation coming from the representation theory of quivers, veiling a
finite subgroup F of SU(2), which exists only in the case of affine Dynkin graphs.

Suppose a finite nonempty graph is given. Two different vertices may be joined
by several edges, but we assume that no edge may join a vertex with itself. (This
assumption can be dropped for some results in this paper. See [Na3].) An affine

Dynkin graph of type An, D,, E6, ET, or E8 satisfies the above assumption. Let H
be the set of pairs consisting of an edge together with an orientation of it. Let
in(h) (resp. out(h)) be the incoming (resp. outgoing) vertex of h H. For h H
we denote by h the same edge as h with the reverse orientation. (Hence we have
in(h) out(h), out(h)= in(h).) Choose a subset f c H such that fwf H,
f f . Such a choice of the subset is called an orientation of the graph. The
choice of the orientation is not essential. Our constructions are essentially inde-
pendent of f.
We assume that f has no cycles; i.e., we do not have m > 2 and h, h.,...,

hm e f such that in(h) out(h+l) for 1 < < m 1 and in(h,,) out(hi). This is
possible if the graph has no edge joining a vertex with itself. We number the
vertices and identify the set of vertices with {1, 2,..., n}, where n is the number
of vertices in the graph.

Suppose we are given pairs of hermitian vector spaces , W for each vertex k.
Their dimensions are the vectors

v (dim V, dime V,), w (dime W, dime W,) e (>o)".

Let us define a complex vector space M by

(2.1) Mde=f’(h(nHom(Vout,h,, Vinth,)))(+Hom(Wk,k= Vk)Hom(Vk, Wk)).
When we want to emphasize the dimensions, we use the notation M(v, w). For an
element of M we denote its components by Bh, ik, Jk" We write B, i, j for the
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collection (Bh)hH, etc. The dimension ofM is given by

(2.2) dimM 2tvAv + 4tvw,

where A (au) is the adjacency matrix of the graph, i.e.,

akl alk the number of edges joining k and I.

We define a symplectic form o9 on M by

(2.3) co((B, i, j), (B’, i’, i’)) da.= tr(e(h)BhB,) + tr(tkJ," tkJk),"
hH k=l

where e(h) 1 if h e f, e(h) 1 if h e f. The symplectic vector space M decom-
poses into the sum M Mn q) Mfi of Lagrangian subspaces:

(2.4)

Mad%--f’ (h( Hm(Vut(h" Viimh’)) (+Hm(Wk’k--1 Vk))

We can consider Mfi as a dual space of Mn via o9, and M as the cotangent
bundle of Mn.

Since V and W are hermitian vector spaces, Hom(V, W) has a hermitian inner
product defined by (f, g)= tr(fg*), where (.) is the hermitian adjoint. We intro-
duce a natural hermitian inner product on M induced from ones on Vk and Wk in
this way. We introduce a quaternion module structure on M by the original
complex structure I together with a new complex structure J given by the for-
mula J(m, m’) (-m’*, m*) for (m, m’) Mn 0) M.
The group G, I-I U(Vk) acts on M by

-1(Bh. ik, Jk) (gin(h)Bhgout(h), gki. jkg’ ),

preserving the hermitian inner product and the M-module structure. Let t be the
corresponding hyper-Khler moment map (see Hitchin et al. [HKLR]) vanishing
at the origin. Denote by t, # its real and complex components. Explicit forms
are as follows:

(2.5)

kt (B. i, j)
h u:.=i.(h)

BhBth B;Br, + ikitk --JtkJk)k @k u(V)= g..

#(B. i.j) (heH:k=in.h) e(h)B,Br. + iju) @)k 9I(V)= 9" (R) (E,

where g, is the Lie algebra of G,, and it is identified with its dual space g,* via the
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above hermitian inner product. Note that our moment map differs from Kirwan’s
by a sign.

Let Z, c ,q, denote the center. Choose an element ( ((, () Z, (Z, (R) ),
and define a hyper-K/ihler quotient 9J/ of M by G, as follows:

9; 9;(v, w) de--f" {(B, i,j) MI/(B, i,j) -(}/G,.

This is the quiver variety, which is the focus of our study.

Notation. We denote by [(B, i, j)] the G,-orbit of (B, i, j) considered as a point
in 93/.
The equations for 3 are visualized in [KN, Introduction]. We call #(B, i,j)
-( (resp. #(B,i,j)=-() the real (resp. complex) ADHM equation. We
remark that 93/ may be an empty set.

In general, 93/ has singularities. We take a subset

fJeg de---f" {(B, i,j) #-l(-()lthe stabilizer of (B, i,j)in G, is trivial}/G,.

By the general theory of hyper-K/ihler quotients [HKLR], this is a nonsingular
hyper-Kihler manifold (provided it is nonempty), and its dimension is given by
the formula

(2.6) dim 9J/eg dim M 4 dim G, 2tv(2w Cv)

(cf. (2.2)). Here C 2I- A is the generalized Cartan matrix. The holomorphic
symplectic form on 9J/g will be denoted by co e.
The center Z, of g, is the product of the set of scalar matrices on Vk. Taking

scalars, we can consider Z, as a subspace of IR". (Since some Vk may be 0, Z, may
not be the whole IR".) In 10, we shall associate a Kac-Moody algebra to the
given graph. Then IR" will be identified with the real Cartan subalgebra.

Let

(2.7)

for 0 R+.

When the graph is of Dynkin type, R+ is the set of positive roots, and Do is the
wall defined by the root 0. In general, R/ may be an infinite set, but R/(v) is
always finite.

THEOREM 2.8. Suppose

(2.9) ( ]R3 (R) IRn\ IR3(R)Do.
0R+(v)
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Then the regular locus 9Jleg coincides with 9Jl. Thus 9Jl; is nonsingular. Moreover,
the hyper-Kiihler metric is complete.

Definition 2.10. We say ( is generic if it satisfies the condition (2.9).

Proof of (2.8). The proof is essentially the same as [Krl, 2.8]. Suppose that
(B, i, j) p-1 (_ () is fixed by nontrivial element g (gk) G,. Let

be the eigenspace decomposition of Vk with respect to gk" Then

ik(Wk) = Vk(1), jk(Vk(2)) 0 unless 2 1.

Choose 2 # 1 and set v’= (dime Vk(2))k. The above implies that (Bh)hI-I defines
an element in 9J/(v’, 0). If G,,/U(1) does not act freely on the (Bh)-orbit, we can
further decompose Vk’. Finally we may assume that this condition is met. Hence
la-(-()/(G,,/U(1)) is a manifold of at least one point. So the dimension formula
implies

dime #-x(-()/(G,,/U(1)) 2 tv’Cv’ > 0.

Thus we have v’ R+(v).
Let nk be the orthogonal projection to V’ in V. Then (exp(x//- lnk))k G fixes

(B, i, j). Hence

0 <#(B, i,j), (x//- lrCk)k> --(, (X//- lk)k> k dime V’,
k

where (k)k e (IR @ IE)". Hence e IR3 (R) D,,.
The last two statements follow from the general theory of hyper-K/ihler

quotients, m

The rest of this section is devoted to giving the definition of ALE spaces and
to explaining the ADHM description. They provide the motivation for our
definition of quiver varieties.
The ALE spaces can also be described as 991(v, w) for specific data v, w on the

affine Dynkin graph. In this case, it is customary to number the vertex so that 0 is
the vertex corresponding to the negative of the highest root of the corresponding
simple Lie gebra. Let n be a vector in the kernel of the extended Cartan matrix
C of type A,, D,, E6, ET, or E8. The kernel is 1-dimensional, so n is uniquely
determined if we normalize so that the 0th component no is equal to 1. Other
components are coefficients of the highest root. We consider the case that the
dimensions are given by v n, w 0. Then the group U(1) of scalars acts trivi-
ally, so we consider the action of the quotient group G, G./U(1). Choose (
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((, (e)e Z (Z (R) 113), where Z c g. is the trace-free part of the center. It is
identified with the center of the Lie algebra of G’,. Now define

x(de’ {B e M(n, O)I#(B) }/G’..

Be careful with the sign on the parameter (; here we use the equation #(B)= (
instead of #(B) -(. This is because our quiver variety 9Jl will be described as a
moduli space of instantons on X, not on X_ (see Proposition 2.15 below). Then
the main result of [Krl] can be summarized as follows.

PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose that

(2.13) (eiR3@Z\ IRa@Do.
o+\{,,)

Then the action of G’. on #-1(() is free, and the quotient X is a smooth 4-dimen-
sional hyper-Khler manifold; it is diffeomorphic to the minimal resolution of ff2/F,
and the metric is ALE; here F is the finite subgroup of SU(2) associated to the
Dynkin ]raph.

The ALE condition means there exists a coordinate system at infinity
X\K-(\)/F for some compact set K, and the metric approximates the
Euclidean metric on (E2/F. Note that is in D,, since it is trace-free.
The ALE spaces are fundamental among the spaces 9Jl(v, w); they are 4-dimen-

sional, i.e., they have the lowest possible positive dimension. They are fundamen-
tal by another reason. The other spaces are obtained as moduli spaces of anti-
self-dual connections on ALE spaces, as we explain below.
The construction of ALE spaces gives a natural principal G’.-bundle #-1()

X. This bundle has a natural connection [GN]; the horizontal subspace is the
orthogonal complement to the fiber direction. Identifying G’, with 1-Io U(n,)
(n (no, n,)), we consider an associated vector bundle

(1= 1, n),

where R --n,, on which U(nk) acts trivially unless k l, and U(nz) acts natu-
rally. Let o be the trivial bundle. From the definition of X there is also a
tautological vector bundle endomorphism

(h) ) Hom(Mout(h), in(h))"
hH

The parameter e Z (Z (R) 112) determines an element, for which we use the
same symbol , in Z, (Z, (R) {E) as follows. In the decomposition g. ()k u(nk),
the kth component of is a scalar matrix of size nk. Multiplying the identity
matrix of size dim V by the same scalar, we consider as an element of Z, (
(Z, (R) ).
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Take (B, i, j) #-1 (_) and consider the vector bundle homomorphisms

(2.14)

where

a (B @ 1 i.(h) + e(h) 1Vo.,(,) @ Ch) @ Jk 1

r ((h)Bh (R) 1 ,.,h,- lvou,,, (R) , ik (R) lvk).

Here 1. is the identity map. Then the cornplex ADHM equation #(B, i, j) -implies that rtr 0, and so (2.14) is a complex. The condition of the trivial stabi-
lizer is equivalent to saying that a is injective and v is surjective [KN, 9.2]. Then
[KN, 4.1] says the induced connection A on the bundle

E Coker(o, -c?) c (hn Vout(h) ( in(h)) ) ((
is anti-self-dual (the real ADHM equation is used here) and has the asymptotic
behavior

A Ao O(r-3), VAo(A Ao)= O(r-4)

where Ao is a fiat connection defined on EI(Xg\K), VAo denotes the covariant
derivatives associated with Ao, and r is the absolute value 13;I of the coordinate
system at infinity. Conversely, any such connection is obtained by this ADHM
description [KN, 5.6].
Denote by as the set of anti-self-dual connections A satisfying the above

asymptotic behavior. It has an action of the group c5o of gauge transformations 7
satisfying

, 1 O(r-2), Vao(7- 1)= O(r-3),

where 1 is the identity transformation of E. We call the quotient space )I;(E)
’/co the framed moduli space of anti-self-dual connections. In fact, oar space
.I/(E) is identified with the framed moduli space of instantons on the 1-point
cornpactification X X w {} (framed at ). The main result of [KN] can be
smnmarized as follows.

PROPOSITION 2.15. When ( satisfies (2.13), the ADHM description 9ires a one-
to-one correspondence between 9Jl(E) and 9J/g(v, w) for some v, w. (The data v, w
are determined from the topological data of E and Ao.)
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Remark 2.16. The parameter ( Z, even if it satisfies (2.13), is not generic in
the sense of (2.10) in general. (( is always in D,.) However, when Vo 0 (this
means the data are defined on the Dynkin graph with the extra vertex 0 re-
moved), the condition (2.13) is precisely the genericity condition. So when we
study the quiver variety 9J/ on the Dynkin graph with generic parameter ( in
later sections, it will be the study of the framed moduli space of anti-self-dual
connections on the ALE space X;.

3. A holomorphic description of 9J/. An affine variety (with respect to I) given
by the equation (B, i,j)= -( is invariant under the action of the complexi-
ficatio G GL()of G, U(). When the real component ( of the
parameter ( is zero (i.e., ( (0, ()), we have an isomorphism between the K5hler
quotient and the ane algebro-geometric quotient by results of Kirwan and Ness
[Ki], [Ne] (see also [Nee], [Sc]).

THEORE 3.1. There is a homeomorphism

o, k(o (-1, (-)11,

where//means the ane algebro-geometric quotient.

In fact, the authors have dealt with the more involved case of projective varieties
in [Ki], [Ne]. Our situation is much more simple, since every critical point of
I112 is in (0). The noncompactness causes no trouble since the natural inclu-
sion to,; (-()//G is proper (see the proof of Theorem 4.1).
Next consider the case without ( 0. Let us define the set of "stable" points

by

H de" {m #x(- ()[the G-orbit through m intersects the level set #(-()}.

Also by the results of [Ki], [Ne], we have the following.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (, ) is generic. Then
(1) we have a homeomorphism

H/G,

(2) )H is a complex subvariety of( ).

Remarks 3.3. (1) For general complex projective manifolds with the assump-
tion that the stabilizer of every point in (0) is finite, it is proved [Ki], [Ne]
that G(0) is the set of stable points in the sense of the geometric invariant
theory.

(2) When the parameter is not generic, statement (2) in the theorem becomes
a little more complicated. Since we do not need the general statement, we leave it
in the above form.

(3) When (0, () is generic, we have H(,) 1(_() for any (, i.e., all
points are stable. Hence we have an isomorphism between complex manifolds
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I)l(,,)-/z(-()/G,. (This is proved by the same argument as in [Krl, 3.10].)
In this case, the complex structure is independent of n, and , parametrizes the
Kihler metric.
Our definition of H uses the Kfihler metric. But there is an alternative defini-

tion which makes sense for any base field. This kind of problem is discussed in a
recent preprint by King [Kin]. We here give a differential geometric approach
when the parameter ((i/2)) (i/2)()) satisfies the following condition:

(3.4) () > 0 for k 1, 2, n.

Note that (, ) is generic under this assumption.

PROPOSITIOY 3.5. Assume (, ) satisfies condition (3.4). For (B, i, j)
#r (-), the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) If a collection S (Sk)k=X of subspaces of V satisfies

Bh(Sout(h) C Sin(h), jk(Sk) 0 for all h H, k,

then Sk 0 for all k;
(2) (B, i, j) H.
Proof. The proof has many similarities with the proof for the Hitchino

Kobayashi correspondence. (Compare with [DK, 6].)
First we prove (2)= (1). The set H consists of, by definition, points m whose

G,C-orbit intersects with #1(-(). Since (1) is a G,C-invariant condition, we may
assume that (B, i,j) satisfies the real ADHM equation #(B, i,j) -.

Suppose that a collection S (Sk)k of subspaces as in (1) is given. Let nk be the
orthogonal projection to Sk in . Let us write B for the restriction of Bn to Soft(h).
Considering it as a homomorphism from Sot() to Sic(h), we denote its adjoint by
(B)*: Sin(h Soutth). It is given by

where Is. denotes the restriction to S.h). Fix a vertex k. We have

tr(B(B)* -(B)tB)
h H:k=in(h)

Z tr(Bhotn)Bthls- rc,BIhBls)
h H:k=in(h)

tr(nk(Bh(no,t(h)- 1)Bhtlsk nkiki*lsk ()lsk)
h H:k=in(h)

E
hH:k=in(h)

tr(nkBh(1 no,,t(h)){nkBh(1 7rout(h))} ’)

tr(nkik(nkik)) (.) dim
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where we have used the real ADHM equation and

2j:rt: O, rC rCk, Z rCk

The above is nonpositive. On the other hand, the summation of the above for all
k is 0. Hence dim Sk 0 for all k. This shows the condition (1).
Next we show that the converse direction (1)=(2). Suppose m (B, i, j)

1(_() satisfies the condition (1). Following the idea of [Ki], consider the
gradient flow of f I1 / 112 starting from m. Then it can be shown that the
path m is contained in the G-orbit. Hence it can be written m 7t. m for some
9 G,. One can check that m stays in a compact set for [0, ). By the work
of Neeman [Nee] (see also Schwarz [Sc]), 9 m converges to m (B, ioo, joo) as

The limit moo is a critical point of f, and hence by [Ki, 3.1] the vector field
generated by/,(moo) + e g, vanishes at m.

Let us write #,(moo) + ( (qk)k g, )k U(Vk). The vanishing of the vector
field is equivalent to

/in(h)B //out(h) O, qktk’oo O, jrlk 0 for any h, k.

Denote by V(2) the eigenspace of r/k with the eigenvalue 2. The above implies

B(out(h)(,)) in(h)(/) for any 2,

i(l/V) V(0), j(V(2)) 0 for 2 :/: 0.

In particular, the restriction of (Boo, ioo,joo) to (Vk(0))k is a solution of # --(, 0).
For 2 0, we have

2 dim Vk(2) tr(qklV(Z))
he H:k=in(h)

tr(BBh* + ) dim v(2).
v(z)

Here Iv() denotes the restriction of linear maps to V(2). Summing up with
respect to k, we get

dim Vk(2)= k () dim V(2).

In particular, the condition (3.4) implies i2 < 0.
We study the relation between moo and m to show that they are in the same

G,C-orbit and r/k 0. If

Ig*ll 2 de" 2 tr(g,(9,)t) - 0 as ,
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we have that Jk Jk(g,)-1 g, converges to jff x 0 0. Then, setting S V, we have
a contradiction to the condition (1). Hence 9 is bounded from below.

Consider the normalized endomorphism h of 9t:

h def.

g’ll @) End(Vk).

Then we have IIh’ll 1. Taking a subsequence {t}, we may assume that h t’

converges to an endomorphism h as .
We have

1 1
B, hour(h), hik t lim jh Jk limhin(h)Bh ="

,- IIg"l - IIg"ll

First suppose that [g"[ converges as . Then the subspaces Sk ker hff of Vk
are invariant under Bh and in the kernel of Jk. Hence the condition (1) irnplies
Sk 0 for all k. This means the hff’s are invertible, so m and m are in the same

G-orbit. in particular, m also satisfies the above condition (1), so we must have

Vk Vk(0) and m contained in #RI(--(), as required.
Next suppose IIg,ll . Then we have

jh O.

We may also assume that

0 < I1112 for any i.
t=ti

Since 9t.m is a gradient flow, we have (d/dt)9= 2i(#(9.m)+ )9. (Recall
that our moment map differs from Kirwan’s one by sign.) Hence

d
dSI g’ll 4i tr((g,)t(#.(/’, m) +

Dividing by 1193112 and passing to the limit, we have

0 _< 4i tr((h)*kh).

Since all eigenvalues of irlk are nonpositive, this inequality implies that the image
of h is contained in the 0-eigenspace Vk(0). Then S, de=f. im h c Vk(0) satisfies

jlv(o)(S) O.
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Since the restriction of (B, i,j) to (Vk(0))k is a solution of # --( and hence
satisfies condition (1), S;, must be zero. Hence h= 0 and contradicts with
Ihll 1. m

When the graph is of affine Dynkin type, we have a gauge-theoretic definition
of H. The rest of this section is devoted to introducing it. This part is not used in
the rest of the paper, and so the reader who is not interested in gauge-theoretic
interpretation can go on to the next section.

Consider the complex (2.14). The key observation is that ztr 0 follows from
the complex ADHM equation; it does not require the real ADHM equation.
Hence we can define a holomorphic vector bundle Ker z/Im tr when (B, i, j)
satisfies the complex ADHM equation. In fact, the proof of [KN] gives us the
following.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume (, ) satisfies the condition (2.13). Suppose
that (B, i, j) satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) (nondegeneracy) tr is injective and is surjective,
(ii) (the complex ADHM equation) #(B, i,j) -.

Then the induced connection A on E Coker(tr, *) is compatible with a holomor-
phic structure Ker z/Im . Moreover, the connection has the asymptotic behavior

A Ao O(r-3), VAo(A Ao)= O(r-*),...,

where Ao is a fiat connection defined on the end X\K and Vao is a covariant
derivative associated with Ao. Conversely, every connection which satisfies the
above asymptotic condition and is compatible with a holomorphic structure (i.e.,
C3AC3a O) arises by this construction.

Let be the set of data satisfying (i), (ii). Since we deal with only the com21ex
ADHM equation, the "gauge" group for the ADHM data is enlarged: H is
invariant under the action of the complexification G,e. We have a natural holo-
morphic map 9J/eg /G,c. Proposition 3.6 gives a bijection between /G,e and
the framed moduli space 9J/l(E) of connections on a hermitian vector bundle E
over X which satisfy t3aC3a 0 and the above asymptotic behavior. On the other
hand, we have a bijective correspondence between 9J/eg and the framed moduli
space 9X(E) of instantons by Proposition 2.4. We have a map 9X,(E)---, JI(E)
since anti-self-dual connections satisfy caOa O. We thus have the following
commutative diagram:
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Now the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence over the ALE space X; states that
the below horizontal arrow is a bijection. This result was proved by Bando
[Ba]. (He solved Einstein-hermitian equations on more general noncompact
manifolds.) Hence we have the holomorphic description of

THEOREM 3.7. If ( ((, ) satisfies (2.13), we have an isomorphism between
complex manifolds:

in particular, H t, when the underlying graph is of Dynkin type (see Remark
2.6).

Remark 3.8. Since 9J/eg and /G, are both finite-dimensional objects, it is
desirable to have a direct proof which does not rely on Bando’s analytic result. In
fact, the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence on IR* was proved by Donaldson in
that way [Do].

4. The resolution of singularities. Consider ( (0, (e) and ( ((, (). The
inclusion #1(_()c #:1(_() #1(_() and the algebro-geometric quotient
map #r ) #St (:)//G 9Xo,) together give a map

This is holomorphic with respect to I.
We assume that is generic. So 9( is smooth by Theorem 2.8.

THEOREM 4.1. If 9Xeg is nonempty, z is a resolution of singularities (though the
singular locus may be empty). That is,

(1) x: 1/(--. 9X; is proper.
(2) rc induces an isomorphism rc-1(99lg)
(3) -(9) is a dense subset in

We give proofs of statements (1) and (2) in this section. The proof of (3) will be
given in the end of 6. The statements (1) and (2) hold without the assumption
j/eg (even without the genericity of ().

Proof. (1) Let K c .I/ be a compact set and assume that rc-l(K) is non-
compact. There exists a sequence {x} c 7z-l(K) which has no convergent
subsequences. If we take a representative mi e #-(-) of x, we have IImll --’
as . Consider

def. mi #-1 -2

Ilmill

Since iImll 1, we may assume that m converges to moo #-1(0), which satisfies
IImll 1.
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If ni is a representative of r(xi),

def.

IImll

is a representative of rc([m]). ([o] denotes the G,-orbit of considered as a point
in 93/( or 9J/;.) This statement follows from properties of the algebro-geometric
quotient map: rr([m]) In] if and only if the G,-orbit G,n is the unique closed
orbit contained in the closure G,rn of the orbit G,m, since K is compact and
Ink] K, n converges to 0. This implies r([m]) 0; and so 0 G,m’. But the
orbit G,rn’ is closed since m is in /-1(0). (This follows from the general
properties of moment maps and algebro-geometric quotients. See [Ne, Theorem
2.2].) This means rno 0 and contradicts with Ilrn 1.

(2) This statement is proved in [Krl, 3.10] for ALE spaces. The proof works
also for our case if we use (1) instead of [Kr1, 3.11]. El

Theorem 4.1 (we only need (1), (2)) has an interesting corollary.

COROLLARY 4.2. If ( and (’ are #eneric, 9Jl and 9Jig, are diffeomorphic.

Proof. We use notation preserving the symmetry of three complex structures
I, J, K, i.e., (t (i, ( (J + i(r where (i, (j, (r Z. Set

As in [Krl, proof of Corollary 3.12], we may assume that (0, 0, r) and (, , 0)
are generic by choosing a new orthonormal basis for IR3, if necessary. Then 93/ is
nonsingular and maps re1: 9J/ 93, re2: 93/, 9J/ are isomorphisms. In particu-
lar, 9J/ and 931, are diffeomorphic. Changing the roles of I, J, and K, we can
prove that ,, 93,, and 9J/, are all diffeomorphic. El

5. The *-action, the Lagrangian variety , and the fixed-point variety
Throughout this section we fix a real parameter so that ((, 0) is generic.

Consider complex analytic spaces

These spaces have natural S1-actions defined by

(Bh, ik,Jk)"(tt-tfh))/2Bh, ik, tjk) for S

Namely, the components in Mn are multiplied by t, while components in Mn
are unchanged. The real ADHM equation #(B,i,j)=- is preserved by
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the action, while the complex moment map is transformed as #(t.(B, i, j))=
t#(B, i, j). We list its important properties.

THEOREM 5.1. The Sl-action on l, has the following properties:
(1) The natural projection map l, Z (R) is equivariant; here we make S

act on the vector space Z (R) with weight 1. (In particular, 9J(,,o) admits an
S-action.)

(2) It preserves the complex structure I and the metric.

(3) The holomorphic symplectic form o transforms as 0 to.
(4) The correspondin9 moment map

F([B, i,j]) lIBel] 2 + ljl 2

h k

is proper.
(5) The action is extended to a holomorphic (with respect to I) *-action. If we

H )/G,c, the *-action is Tiven byuse the holomorphic description 9J(,) (,

Proof. The statements (1), (2), and (3) are clear. (4) Suppose that there exists a
sequence {xi} = ’ such that

(a) it has no covergent subsequences,
(b) F(x) is bounded from above by a constant independent of i.

Take a representative m of xi. As ]m[ , we take a normalized sequence
m/[[mi[[ as in Theorem 4.1. Then (after taking the subsequence) we may assume
that m/llm[ converges to m with

(c) IImll-- 1,
(d) #(moo)= 0,
(e) F(moo) 0, i.e., the M-component of moo is zero.

Since we assume has no cycle, there is a source vertex k, i.e., k for any I.
Then (e) and the real ADHM equation (d) imply that the components of moo
which map into Vk vanish. Hence moo can be considered as a datum for the graph
with the vertex k removed. By induction, we have moo 0, which contradicts with
(c).

(5) This statement is not trivial; the real ADHM equation is not preserved by
the above action when is not necessary in S 1. Since (, O) is generic, ,o is
nonsingular for any Z, (R) . If 1/is the generating vector field of the S 1-

action, then we have

grad F 2IV.

The above (4), in particular, implies that the vector field IV is complete. Hence
the 1-parameter group of transformations which induces IV gives the required
*-action.
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Let / z,(R)Hi,)/G, be the holomorphic description. Take a repre-
sentative (B, i, j) (resp. (B’, i’, j’)) of x (resp. t. x). Then (B’, i’, j’) is contained in the
closure of the G-orbit through (t<l-<h))/2Bh, ik, tjk). But (B’, i’,j’) is contained in
#-1(-", -t’), its G-orbit has the maximal dimension, and it is not contained
in any other orbits. Hence (B’, i’,j’) is contained in G(t(-e<h))/2Bh, ik, tjk ). rl

For ’o, we can use the holomorphic description ’/o
G (Theorem 3.1) to extend the S-action to a *-action. Then the following is
clear.

THEOREM 5.2.

Remark 5.3.

The map z: /l; o 9iven in 4 is *-equivariant.

(1) By [Kr1, Remark on page 682]

def.U U X<o,+ =4to

is the simultaneous resolution of the semiuniversal deformation of Xo 2/F
constructed by Brieskorn, Slodowy, and Tjurina. Slodowy defined *-actions
on :T, :To under which the above map is equivariant IS1, 4.2]. Kronheimer
observed that the *-action on :To coincides with Slodowy’s one using the
holomorphic description :To #?r(Z (R) )//G’n [Krl, page 681]. Our action on

:T; coincides with Slodowy’s action.
(2) The fixed point set of the *-action in the quiver variety 99lo with the

parameter ( 0 consists of the single point 0. (If [(B, i, j)] e 93/o is a fixed point of
*-action, its Mfi-component is zero. Hence the argument in the proof of (5.1)
(4) shows (B, i, j)= 0.) Since rc is equivariant, the fixed point set in 9J/(,,o) is
contained in re-l(0).

We introduce two very important subvarieties in 93t,o).
Definition 5.4. (1) An element (B, i, j) #-(-, 0) is said to be nilpotent if

[(B, i,j)] n-(O). The subvariety n-x(0) consists of nilpotent elements and is
denoted by 3. When we want to emphasize the dimensions, we use the notation

w).
(2) Let (v, w) be the fixed-point set of the S-action. By definition, it is

the fixed-point set of the *-action.

The argument by Slodowy [$1, 4.3], applied to the map z: 9Jtg,o- 9Jo,
shows the following.

COROLLARY 5.5. 9J(,0) is homotopy equivalent to .9. n-(O).
The fixed-point set is a nonsingular subvariety of 9J/t,,o). We now show that

the homology of 99lt,,o) is determined by the homology of the connected compo-
nents , p of and the action of S near . The method is due to Frankel
[Fr]. Recall that the moment map F for the S-action is a proper function on

93tt,o) by Theorem 5.1(4). It is known that the moment map for a circle action
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on a compact K/ihler manifold is a perfect nondegenerate Morse function in the
sense of Bott [Bo] (see [AB], [Ki]). The proof also works if every path of steepest
descent for F stays in a compact set. If V is the generating vector field, we have

grad F 2IV,

where I is the complex structure. Thus the critical points are the fixed points of
the Sl-action, that is, points in . Let x . The S acts on the tangent space
T,gJ/t,o), which decomposes into the sum

of complex subspaces where S acts on H" with weight m. The tangent space
Tx, is equal to H. The hessian of F at x acts on H" as multiplication by m (see
[At_]). Hence the index at x is given by

def. Hm 2 dim

LEMMA 5.6. We have

1
m + dim. , dim 9J/(., o).

Proof. If we pull back the holomorphic symplectic form toe, it is multiplied
by t. So H and H-m are dual to each other with respect to oge. Hence

dim: H" _, dim
m<O m>0

This proves the assertion. 121

Hence we have the following.

PROPOSITION 5.7.

H,(gJ/(,o); 7Z) H(; 7Z) Hi-,,,,(,; ),

where m, (1/2) dim 9J/(;, o) dim ,.
In a forthcoming article, we shall give a combinatorial algorithm for the calcu-

lation of Betti numbers using this proposition. When the graph is of type A,, the
algorithm is given in terms of Young tableaux [Na2].
The above proof also shows the following result.

THEOREM 5.8. The variety 9 rc-(O) decomposes as

e {x o) lim t. x exists and belongs to }.t-oct)
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The closure of each summand is an irreducible component of 9. is a Lagrangian
subvariety of 9Jt;, o) with respect to the holomorphic symplectic form 09.

Proof, Since r is equivariant and proper, limt_ t. x exists if and only if x e .
The limit is a fixed point of the tE*-action, i.e., a point in . Hence decomposes
according to the decomposition .
We now show that each summand is a Lagrangian submanifold. The symplectic

form 09 is multiplied by t, by the tE*-action. Hence o9(v, w) must vanish if v,
w e T. This means that Tx is an isotropic subspace.

Suppose x e and let

Tx(., o) @ Hm

be the weight space decomposition. Then we have

Tx @ Hm.
m<O

Lemma 5.6 shows that the dimension is half of that of YJ/(.o). Hence 3 is a
Lagrangian subvariety.

We give a property of which will be needed in 10.
LEMMA 5.9. Assume satisfies the condition (3.4). Then

{[(B, i, j)] e !IJ/(;,o)li O, G,B 0}.

Proof. The subvariety is defined by re-l(0).. A point [(B, i,j)] e 9Jl(,o)
is mapped to 0 by 7r if and only if the 0 e Ge(B, i, j). By Hilbert’s criterion (see
[Ne, 3, 4]), this happens if and only if there is a 1-parameter subgroup 2" {E* .
G, such that it is a complexification of a closed real 1-parameter subgroup
2: S --, G, and 0 e 2(E*)(B, i, j). Denote the A-weight decomposition of V by

(5.10) Vk- () Vkm,
meTZ

where S acts on Vm with weight m. This induces the weight decomposition of M,

Then 0 2((E*) (B" i’ j) if and only if

or

max {mlthe M’-component of (B, i, j) is nonzero.) < 0

min{mlthe M"-component of (B, i,j) is nonzero.} > 0.
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We may assume that the latter case occurs. Let V(") de___.f. @m<n Vkm" Hence

forms a filtration of V. (N is sufficiently large.) Then the above condition can be
rewritten as

,..) :(m-1) ik(W) c V-)B(V..,)) = .i.) A(V)) O.

def.(Note S acts on trivially.) Let mo min(ml Vk(m) : 0 for some k}. By defini-
tion and the above, the restriction of Bh to T,’tmo) is zero. If mo < 0, the restrictionrout(h)
ofjk is also zero. But it contradicts with the real ADHM equation

Z
H:k=in(h)

(BB- BB) + ii -jj Z BhB + ikit[V(raO)k h H: k=in(h) g(mo

--k

since the left-hand side is positive semidefinite and the right-hand side is negative
definite. Hence mo > 0 and 0.

Conversely, suppose i= 0 and 0 G,CB. By the Hilbert criterion, there exists
a 1-parameter subgroup 2: * G, such that 0 2(*)B. Multiplying the
diagonal matrix t" to 2(0 if necessary (this does not affect the *-action on
B-components), we may assume that * acts on V with positive weights. Then
0 G,(B, O, j). I"!

Remarks 5.11. (1) Let us define A A(v, w)=f’ ((B, i,j) #(0)10 G,(B, i,j)}.
Our Lagrangian subvariety 2 is given as a Kihler quotient of A by the group G,,
that is,

We also have a holomorphic description (Theorem 3.2)

C5d A H;,o)/G,

By the general property of hyper-Kihler quotients, is a Lagrangian subvariety
if and only if A c H is a Lagrangian subvariety.
When ( satisfies (3.4), we have a direct decomposition

A -= A(v, w) A(v, 0) ( Hom(V, W).
k

The variety A(v, 0) was introduced by Lusztig [Lu3, 12.9]. He announced that
A(v, 0) is a Lagrangian subvariety of M(v, 0). Since the stability is an open condi-
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tion, our result follows from his assertion. Conversely, our result implies Lusztig’s
assertion. This follows from the observation that A(v, 0) x (k Hom(Vk, Wk) c H
when the dimensions of the Wk’S are sufficiently large.

(2) Let Irr (v, w) (resp. Irr A(v, w)) be the set of irreducible components of
(v, w) (resp. A(v, w)). Since H 9J(v, w) is a principal G,C-bundle, Irr (v, w)
can be identified with

{ Y e Irr A(v, w) Y c H # }.

(3) Assume that (= ((, 0) satisfies (3.4). Let us decompose (B, 0,j) into
(B’, 0) (B", j) according to M Mn Mfi (see (2.1)). Then #(B, 0, j) 0 if and
only if (B", j) is orthogonal with respect to o9 to the tangent space to the G,c-
orbit of (B’, 0) (regarded as a subspace of Mn). (Compare to [L3, 12.8(a)].) Thus
A is contained in the union of the conormal bundles of the various G,C-orbits in

Mn c {i 0}. (M is regarded as a cotangent bundle on Mn.)
When the graph is of Dynkin type, it can be shown that the nipotency condi-

tion in the definition of A is vacuous. (See [L3, 14.2] or 6.7 below together with
(3.1).) There are only finitely many orbits in Mn c {i 0} by Gabriel’s theorem
[Gal. In particular, the irreducible components of A are the closure of the
conormal bundles of various G,C-orbits in Mn c {i 0}. Note that this gives an-
other proof that A is a Lagrangian subvariety ofM for Dynkin graphs.

(4) For the graph of A, type and the very specific Vk, Wk, Goto introduced a
certain Lagrangian subvariety in the quiver variety [Go]. His definition is totally
different from ours, but the variety turns out to be the same under his situation.
He also studied irreducible components of the Lagrangian subvariety. (The
author thanks Dr. Goto for this remark.)

6. A stratification. We want to study the quiver variety ffJ/(v, w) with non-
generic parameter ( in this section. Then a point in #-(() which has a nontrivial
stabilizer corresponds to a singular point in 9J/;(v, w).
We restrict our concern to the case when ( has zero real component, i.e., (

(0, (). (Many results in this section hold without this condition.) As in 4, take
( ( t, (). We assume that ((, 0) is generic, so ( is also generic.
We introduce the following definition.

Definition 6.1 (Sjamaar-Lerman [SL]). For a subgroup G of G, denote by
Mtd) the set of all points in M whose stabilizer is conjugate to G. A point
[(B, i,j)] ?0l is said to be of G-orbit type (G) if its representative (B, i, j) is in

Mte). The set of all points of orbit type (G) is denoted by (J/)(e).

This gives us a decomposition of J/,

(6)
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where the summation runs over the set of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of
G,. Each stratum is a smooth hyper-Kihler manifold (cf. [SL]). The stratum
(gJ/;)tl) corresponding to the trivial subgroup 1 is 93/eg by definition.

In 4 we defined the holomorphic map n: 92/( 9J/. We want to study a neigh-
borhood of n-1 (x) in 9R( for a singular point x 93/;. The method is modeled on
[Krl, 3.3].

Let m e #-(-() be a representation of x and let t G, be the stabilizer of m.
We decompose the Lie algebra 9, of G, into linear subspaces fi+/- and write

(m + e) + (e) v(e) e ]Px3 () * ) R3 () +/-*.

If M TmM denotes the tangent space to the G,-orbit of m, every G,-orbit
sufficiently close to m intersects with M1x in one orbit of . So there exists a
homeomorphism

fb: V- U,

where U (resp. V) is a neighborhood x (resp. 0) in M/G, (resp. M/(). We denote
by q/ M (resp. M) the set of representatives of points in U (resp. V).

Let M be the orthogonal complement in Tram to the lH-submodule M
IM JM1 KM. The space M is itself an Ill-module, and the group G acts
on it preserving this structure. The unique hyper-Kfihler moment map on M
which vanishes at the origin is just the restriction of / to M; here TmM is
identified with M.
As before, we have a holomorphic map t" -l(_t)/ /-1(0)/, where ’=

(,, 0). Since we are assuming ’ is generic,/-(-’)/( is smooth. In this setting,
we have the following.

PROPOSITION 6.2. If is sufficiently small, a neighborhood of n-l(x) in 9Jl( is
diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of 7t- (0) in 1I fi- (-’)/.

Proof. We prove Proposition 6.2 by replacing with 2z with sufficiently
small 2. The key to the proof is the homogeneity of the moment map. The dilata-
tion on T,M transforms/ and v as

v(2e) 2dvo(e, +

where dvo is the derivative of v at 0, and #+/-(e) is the -component of #(e). (We
identify T,.M with M.) Hence m + 2e -(-(22(1p., ()) if and only if

As 2 0, M c/t-(-(22(,, ()) converges to M
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/-1(_,). In particular, if we denote the ball of radius R by BR, there exists a
-equivariant diffeomorphism between BxRM( c #-1(-(22, )) and
M c -1(_,). If 2 is sufficiently small, BR is contained in Y/’. Thus the only
remaining thing to prove is that 7t-1(0) = BR/ and rc-(x) c dO(Bx/).
Take y e 7c-(x)c 9J/(x2.) and let m’ be its representative. The condition

re(y) x is equivalent to saying that G,m is the unique closed G-orbit contained
in the closure of G,m’. By [Nee], [Sc], the path of steepest descent for
from m’ converges to a point contained in the orbit G,m. The corresponding also
holds for t. Hence we can take R so that the representatives of points in 7- (0)
/-(-’) are contained in the ball BR. We then show that, if 2 is sufficiently small,
we have

(6.3) dist(m’, G,m) < 2R for G,,m’ e rc-(x) 9Jl(,,,c

Suppose the contrary. There exists a sequence 2 converging to 0 and m sucia that
dist(m, G,m) > 2R. We may assume that the limit of the path of steepest decent
for [[]2IR[[ 2 froln m is m. By assumption, the path of steepest decent rnust intersect
with the sphere t3Bx,g(m) of radius 2R centered at m. Let p be a point in the
intersection. As above, we use the dilatation and write p m + 2e. We have

(6.4)

where dv" (resp. #) is the IR-component of dvo (resp. #+/-). We may assume that
converges to e as i . We have le R, dv’(e)= 0 from (6.4). On the
other hand, the path of steepest descent for I1112 converges to that of Idvol 2,
and the path from e goes to 0. This is a contradiction. Thus we have (6.3).

We now give concrete descriptions of the stratum (gJl)t#) and 11 c/-1(- (’)/(.
Let us define R+(v; () by

R+(v; ()e. {0 R+(v)l( IR3 (R) Do}.

LEMMA 6.5.
decomposition

Let x e (.ll)(,) with a nontrivial G. Then there is an orthogonal

V V() (R) (V())*’ (R)... (R) (V("))*e.; (V(O).e, ,o. V(O @... @ V(o

k_

Oi times

(as collections of vector spaces indexed by the vertices of the graph) such that a
representative (B, i, j) of x has the following properties:

(1) each summand is invariant under B;
(2) the restriction of B to (vti)) ffe’ (R) Vti) is of the form 1 (R) BIv,,;
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(3) the image of is contained in V(), and j is zero on V ( V()"

(4) for each V(i) with > 1, its dimension vector v(0de-----e" t(dim vi),..., dim V)
belongs to R+(v; ();

(5) the restriction of (B, i, j) to Vt has the trivial stabilizer in Go l-Ik U(V()
(though the case V( 0 is not excluded);

(6) the subgroup G,,, I-[kU(V() meets the stabilizer only in the scalar
subgroup:

G,,,, G U(1) c

(7) if j, there is no isometry V --. VtJ) which commutes with B.

Proof. Let (B, i, j) be a representative of x. The proof of (2.8) shows that there
exists a decomposition

V= V@ V’@ V"@’",

with the following properties:
(a) each summand is invariant under B;
(b) the image of is contained in V and j is zero on V’ q) V" q)...;
(c) the restriction of B to V"’"’ satisfies conditions (4) and (6) by replacing V

with V"
Define an equivalence relation on the summands V’, etc., by declaring V’ V"

if and only if there exists an isometry V’ -o V" which commutes with B. Collecting
equivalence classes of summands, we have the desired decomposition.

Thus we have the description of the stratum

(6.6)

where

;..., / G,,9Jlg(Ol, v(1 0r, v(’) "f" {B e MIB as in (6.5) (1), (2), (6), (7)}/
The situation is simple when the graph is of Dynkin type and 0.

PROPOSITION 6.7. Assume that our graph is of type A, D, E. Then 9)lo(V, 0)=
{0} for any v. Hence each stratum (9)lo)td)is isomorphic to [eg(vt), w), and we
have a decomposition

) 9.b’(), w) - 9o(V, w),

where v() runs over the set of dimensions of subspaces V() of V as in (6.2).
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Proof. Take B e #-1(0) c M(v, 0). We want to show tht B 0. As in the proof
of (2.8), we may assume that Gv/U(1) acts freely on the B-orbit. Then the dimen-
sion formula (2.11) implies

dime #-I(O)/(G,/U(1)) 2 vCv O,

since the Cartan matrix is positive definite. Hence #-(O)/(G,/U(1)) consists of
discrete points. In particular, the G,-orbit [B], considered as a point in p-(0)/
(G,/U(1)), is a fixed point of the *-action defined as in 5. Hence (5.3) (2) shows
thatB=0. E!

We return to the general case, Suppose that x is in the stratum (6.6). Let rn be
its representative. Then V decomposes as in (6.5); hence M decomposes into

11 (li c M()’ w)) (i,j=+ iJ (R) Hm("

where

M0
def"11= c Hom(Voutth), i,th)JVtJ)

"o,,(h), Vi,(h)) ) Horn(G, V0)
k=l

The stabilizer ( is given by I-I u(t3), and acts trivially on the component

Tde--f--" (1Ql M(vt)’ W)) (+ llu (R) l e’)
By using the conditions (6.5) (5), (6), we can check that the component T can be
identified with the tangent space TxOJ/;)a) of the stratum containing x.

Let T +/- be the orthogonal complement in 11. Then we have the factorization

(6.8)

Define a symmetric (r x r)-matrix A by setting its (i,j)-component to be dim M0,

The second component dL-f’ (T +/- /1-1(-- ’))/( is also a quiver variety on a graph
whose adjacency matrix of the graph is given by A, where we allow edge loops.
Its dimension data are given by

w (dime W, dime W2, dime W).
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Note that

(6.9) dim dim ll /)-(- ’)/( dim. T dim. 9J/Cg dim (9J/)(0)

Under the same assumption as (6.7), V(i) has the 1-dimensional vector space on
the vertex and 0 and the other vertices. The matrix (ij) is equal to the original
adjacency matrix. We then have simple formulas for L, w"

V V V(0) w w Cv().

Let J(2,c)= H(2c,c)/G, be the holomorphic description in 3. Exactly as
in the proof of (5.1), one can prove that there exists a *-action which is an
extension of the Sl-action given by [-(B, i, j)] [(tB, ti, tj)]. It implies that H(;,)
corresponds bijectively to Ht2c,tcc) under (B, i,j)--(tB, ti, tj). In particular,
H2c,cc) is independent of 2. So we have an into diffeomorphism

Fz: a neighborhood of rt-1 (0) in 191 n/-1( 22 ’)/( --+ H(/G,S

for small 2. We can take the neighborhood so that its cohomology group is
isomorphic to H*(zt-l(0); Z). By (5.4) this is isomorphic to H*(; 7/) (see (6.8)).
The above proof shows the image of Fz converges to n-(x) as 2 0. Hence the
continuity of the cohomology implies the following.

THEOREM 6.10. We have an isomorphism between the cohomology groups,

H*(rc-(x); E) - H*(; ).

Combining (6.9), (6.10), and the fact that Ha(; )= 0 if d > dime ( is
diffeomorphic to an affine algebraic manifold), we get the following.

COROLLARY 6.11. With respect to the stratification (6.3), the map : 931( 9Jl
is semismall in the sense of IBM, 1.1], that is,

2 dim (x) < dim. 93/* dim (9J/)(0)

for x ()(o).
As we promised before, we now finish the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Wheng - J25, it is the set of nonsingular points in

J. The only thing remaining to show is that -(Jg) is dense in J(. It may
possibly happen that )I( has a component (g which is mapped to the singular
points in

Suppose that the component ( is mapped to the closure of a stratum 0J)(o). If
the image of <g is contained in 0J)(0)\(DI)(0), we go to a lower stratum. We
continue this procedure until either of the following is satisfied: (a) <g is mapped
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to a point, or (b) is mapped to the closure of a stratum (g)l)t) and the image
intersects with (9))). In the case (a), c is a compact component. This is a con-
tradiction since 921l( is diffeomorphic to an affine algebraic manifold (Remark 3.3
(3) and Corollary 4.2). In the case (b), we take a point x in the intersection. Then a
compact subvariety n-(x)c cg satisfies

dim0z-l(x) c ) > dim cg dim(9)l)o) dim .
Since homology groups of vanish in degree greater than (1/2)dim, 6,
the fundamental class of g-l(x)Cg vanishes by Theorem 6.10. This is a
contradiction. 121

7. Examples of quiver varieties I: Cotangent bundles of generalized flag mani-
folds of type A. The purpose of this and the next sections is to give concrete
examples of quiver varieties. Surprisingly, some nilpotent varieties and related
varieties appear though they seem to have no relation to quivers at first sight. In
this section we observe that cotangent bundles of generalized flag manifolds of
type A, arise as (v, w) for specific data v, w.
For a strictly decreasing sequence of integers r > v > v2 >"" > v, > 0, we

denote by (v, v,; r) the manifold consisting of all sequences b (
E = E = . E" = E"+1 0) of subspaces of " with dim E v (1 < k < n).
This is a generalized flag manifold of type A,. Its cotangent bundle T*- is
described as

(7.1) {(b, A) e x End(r)lA(Ek) c Ek+l for k 0, 1 n}.

Let v t(v,/)2, On), W t(r, 0, 0) and consider IJl IJl,(v, w); here the
orientation of the Dynkin graph of type A, is as follows:

2 3 n-2 n-1
O----O’ O O O

Then the following was shown by Kraft and Procesi [KP] (see also Remark 8.5
(3)).

THEOREM 7.2. The map

I.Ro [(B, i, j)] --j il e

is an isomorphicm onto the closure of the conjugacy class of a nilpotent matrix.

In fact, they proved the above for the affine algebraic quotient #:(O)//G,. So
our assertion follows from Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 7.3. Under the assumption (3.4), lJl(,o) is isomorphic to T* as a
complex manifold.
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Proof. We identify the set H of oriented edges with {(k,/)ll < k, l< n,
Ik II 1}. We denote Bh by Bk, where k in(h), out(h). This is the notation
adapted in [KN].
We first show that Bk-I,k (k 2, 3,..., n) and J are injective by induction. The

real ADHM equation

and (,) > 0 imply B._,. is injective.
If Bk_l, k is injective, the complex ADHM equation

shows ker Bk_2,k_ C ker Bk,k_1. Then the real ADHM equation

and ((1-1) > 0 imply that Bk_2,k_ is injective. The proof for the final step (i.e.,
is injective) is the same. The above shows that there exists a natural map

[Jl H/G de-f--" {(B, i,j)l#(B, i,j) O, Bk-l,k and jl are injective}/G,e,

where ( (’, 0). By the general properties of Ktihler quotients (see [Ki, Lemma
7.2]), this map is injective. (The notation H was used for a different meaning in
{}3, but the following discussion shows that it turns out to be the same.)
We next show that H/G, is isomorphic to T*-. For (B, i, j) H, consider

a sequence of subspaces " E E E2 ’" E" En+l 0, where Ek

ImjlBI,zB2,3""Bk_I, k (1 < k < n). This induces a map p:H/G, F. We also
define a map z: H/G, End(’) by z([(B, i, j)])=jlil. The complex ADHM
equation implies the image (p x z)(H/G,) c - x End(’) is contained in T*.
The map p x n is holomorphic.

Suppose that [-(B, i,j)], [(B’, i’,j’)] e H/G, have the same image under the
map p x z. Since p([(B, i, j)]) p([(B’, i’, j’)]), we may assume that

Jl B1, 2 Bi,2, Bn-l,n-- Brn_l,n

by replacing (B’, i’, j’) by 9. (B’, i’, j’). Then r([(B, i, j)]) z([(B’, i’, j’)]) and the
injectivity of Jl imply il i. Then the complex ADHM equation B1,2B2,1 +
iljl 0 B1,2B’2,1 + iljx and the injectivity of B1, 2 show Bz, B’z,1. We repeat
the argument inductively to get Bk, k-1 B;,,k-1. This shows that p x r: H/G,
T*, is injective. It is also easy to check the surjectivity.
We finally show that the compositionJ/ T* is an isomorphism. The image
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of Jk is open in H/G (The solvability of the real moment map equation is
an open condition, when the stabilizer is trivial.) Since T*- is connected, it is
enough to show that the image is closed. But this is contained in Theorem 7.2: the
map 9/0 [(B, i, j)] -Jl il End(r) is proper. E!

8. Examples of quiver varieties II: Nilpotent varieties of type An and their inter-
sections with transversal slices. In this section we assurne that the graph is of
type A,. We observe that quiver varieties 9Jk relate to known varieties, which ace
studied extensively in conjunction with representations of Weyl groups (see, e.g.,
IBM]).
We first begin with a simple lemma, which holds for any graph. Let u

w Cv 7Z".

LEMMA 8.1. If 91roeg : , then components of u are nonnegative.

Proof. Let [(B, i, j)] 932eg. Fix a vertex k and consider the operator

Jk irk J heH:k=in(h)

q’he ADHM equation implies

0). 2 (R) V - 2 (R) V

for some nonnegative operator A: Vk Vk.
If A has a kernel, (B, i, j) has a nontrivial stabilizer in G,. This is a contradic-

tion. Hence A is an isomorphism, and is injective. So we have

2 dim Vk < dim Vout(h)+ dim Wk.
h H:k=in(h)

This proves the assertion.

We now restrict our concern to type A,, and number the vertices as in 7. Let 2
be a partition of r kkWk (i.e., 2 (21, 22,..., 2N) with 2i s N, 2i r and

21 >/ 22 >/’"/> 2/)by

(8.2) 2=(n,n,...,n,...,k,k, k,..., 1, 1,..., 1).

wn times Wk times times

We also define a sequence # (#1, #2,’’ #n+i) by

(8.3) #i v, + L uk for 1, 2, n, #n+l Vn"
k >i
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By Lemma 8.1 this is a nonincreasing sequence, and we consider it as a partition
of r (same as 2) by removing 0 in the sequence. Let N4 (resp. Nu) be an r x r
nilpotent matrix with Jordan cells of size 21, 22,
and let (94 (resp. (_gu) be its conjugacy class. Let 5 denote the transversal slice to
(94 at N4 constructed by Slodowy [$2]. It has the following property:

5e meets only those conjugacy classes whose closures contain (94, and its
intersection with those orbits is transverse.

Then the following is a reformulation of a result of Kronheimer [Kr2].

THEOREM 8.4. There is a natural biholomorphic map

Proof. We regard 9eg as a moduli space of SU(2)-equivariant anti-self-dual
connections on IR4.

Let p be the unique /-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2). Con-
sider SU(2)-modules V, W defined by

w=

Then M M(v, w)can be viewed as the SU(2)-invariant part of Hom(V,/92 ()
V) 0) Hom(V, W)0) Hom(W, V). Here we use the Clebsch-Gordan rule:/92 () Pi--
P-I )P+I. Via the ADHM construction on IR4, 9J/eg can be regarded as a
moduli space of SU(2)-equivariant instantons on a vector bundle E over IR4. The
vectors v, w determine the SU(2)-module structures of the fibers Eo, E over 0,. An SU(2)-equivariant anti-self-dual connection can be described as a solution
of the ordinary differential equation, and thereby the main theorem of [Kr2]
deduces our assertion. E!

Remarks 8.5. (1) 9Jg : if and only if (_94 c (9.
(2) Using 8.4 for each stratum, one can show that

(3) If w (r, 0,..., 0), 5 is all of End(r). So in this case 9J/o (gu. We thus
recover the result of [KP].

(4) The reader may wonder why we treat only the type A,. Kronheimer’s result
holds for any simple Lie algebra. In fact, we can describe (gu c 5e as a hyper-
Kihler quotient of a finite-dimensional vector space, at least for classical Lie
algebras using the same method. But it is different from our objects, quivers on
graphs.

(5) If we use the holomorphic description 93/o #1(O)//G, both 9J/o and
54 make sense over any field. Although our proof works only for , the result
should hold in any algebraically closed field.
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In 7, we showed that 931t,o)(V, w) is isomorphic to T*- T*’(vl, v.; r)
if w (r, 0,..., 0). Let us denote by H the projection to the second factor in the
description (7.1). Its image is (9u, and H: T* (_gu is a resolution of singularities.
We conjecture the following for general data v, w.

CONJECTURE 8.6. Suppose that ((t, 0) is 9eneric and 9Jeg(v, w) is nonempty.
Define 2,/.t by (8.2), (8.3). Then there is the followin9 diagram:

,o(V, w) rI-()

o(V, w) o. c.
In 5 we observed that 9Jt,o) contains a subvariety -x(0) as a deformation

retract. It should correspond to 1-I-l(Nx)= 1-I-1((gx c 5). This variety is called
Spaltenstein’s variety and was extensively studied by Borho-MacPherson IBM]
(9 in their notation). They computed its Poincar6 polynomial. Combining
results in 6 and 7, we have the following.

PROPOSITION 8.7.
isomorphism

Under the same assumption as in (8.6), there exists an

9. Monodromy representations of the Weyl groups. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to define the monodromy representation of the Weyl group on the
homology of quiver variety in the case when the graph is of Dynkin type. Here
we shall give a geometric definition which relies on the result in [KN]. There is a
purely algebraic definition using "the reflection functor", which can be applied to
any graphs. The details will be given elsewhere. The results of this section will not
be used in other sections.

Let (IRa (R) Z) be the set of generic parameters ( ((, (). (We fix dimension
vectors v, w.) Then (IRa(R) Z) is simply connected, since the complement is the
union of real codimension-3 subspaces. So the local system of the cohomology
H*(gJ; IR) of the moduli spaces is trivialized over (IRa(R) Z). It is also known
that the cohomology of the ALE space H2(X; JR) is isomorphic to the parameter
space IR" and is identified with the Cartan subalgebra t) of the simple Lie algebra
corresponding to the given Dynkin graph. (See [Krl, 4].)

Let W be the Weyl group associated with the given Dynkin graph. It is a
subgroup of GL(t)) GL(n; IR) generated by reflections in hyperplanes defined
by roots.

PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose that is 9eneric. If (’= t7( for some t W, there
exists a hyper-Kiihler isometry : 9J(v, w)- 93,(v’, w) where v’ is 9iven by the
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formula tr(w Cv) w Cv’. Here C (Ckl) is the positive definite Caftan matrix
associated with the given Dynkin 9raph. Moreover it holds

Proof. The results are known for the ALE space: it is known that if ’= a(
for some a W, there exists a hyper-K/ihler isometry f: X X,. We also have
f o f, f,. It is also known that f induces a-1 on H2(X; IR) g D via the above
trivialization [Krl, 4]. The map f induces a map W: 99,(E) 9)l(f*(E)) by
pulling back connections. The flaming at infinity (or the flat connection on the
end) is unchanged, and hence the dimension vector w of W is the same for E and
L*(e).

Let denote the tautological vector bundle over X (see 2). Then it depends
smoothly on , so c1() is independent of if we identify H2(X; IR) with I) as
above. Let v (resp. v’) be the dimension vector corresponding to 931(f*(E)) (resp.
9)k,(E)). The condition Vo 0 (see Remark 2.15) can be expressed in terms of the
index theorem (see [KN, (A.1)]), and it can be checked that the condition is
preserved. The vector u’ w Cv’ (u, u, u’,) is given by [KN, 9.3]

Since f* acts on H2(X; IR) - D by a-, we have

c: (f*(E)) uc(),

where

Un)’= u ,r- u u’,)’.

Now (I)tr de-f" LI/ffl satisfies the desired properties.

Remark 9.2. By Proposition 9.1, we may assume that the vector u is in a
chosen Weyl chamber, for example Uk > 0 (1 < k < n). When w Cv 0 (i.e.,
c(E) 0), the above gives a map 9Jk(v, w) 9J/,(v, w). Since the local system
of the cohomology H*(gJ(v, w); IR) is trivialized over (IR3(R) Z), we have the
following.

COROLLARY 9.3. There exists a Weyl 9roup representation on H*(gJ/(v, w);
when w Cv O.

This is the analogue of the Weyl group representation defined by Slodowy
[Sl].

10. Representations of Kac-Moody algebras. Throughout this section, we
assume that (t, 0) and satisfies the condition (3.4). We first give a con-
struction of representation of enveloping algebras in terms of 9Jk. Our idea is
motivated by Lusztig’s construction [L3, 12.10].

Let u be the universal enveloping algebra of the Kac-Moody algebra attached
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to the (symmetric) generalized Cartan matrix C (Ckl)l<k,l<n. It is the algebra
over with 1 generated by Ek, Fk, Hk (1 < k < n) satisfying the following
relations:

(10.1.a) HkHt HtHk,

(lO.l.b) HkE EHk CkiEl,

(10.1.c) EkF FEk 6uHk,

(10.1.d) 1)P
1 Ckl pEk ErEk 0 (k v 1),

P

(10.1.e) (_ 1)p
1 Ck, FFF_,_, 0 (k l).

P

(Our definition is different from that in [Kac] when det C 0. Our algebra is
denoted by U(9’) in [Kac].)

Let u- be the -subalgebra of u generated by the elements Fk (1 < k < n). Let
L(w) be the irreducible highest-weight integrable representation of u with highest
weight w. It has a nonzero vector x such that

(1) EkX O, HkX WkX for all k,
(2) the map n: u-1 L(w); a --- ax is surjective and its kernel is the left ideal in

u- generated by Fkwk+l (1 < k < n).
For a complex variety X let M(X) denote the -vector space consisting of

all constructible functions f: X . When X , we set M(X)= 0. For any
holomorphic p" X --. X’ we define linear maps p*: M(X’) M(X) and p," M(X)
M(X’) by (p*f’)(x) def" f’(p(x)), det.(p!f)(x) a aT.(P-(x) f-l(a))," where Z
denotes Euler characteristic of cohomology with compact support. (See [Mc].)

def. -1 ’Let A(v, w) {(B, 0, j)/ (0)10 e G, B) as in Remark 5.11. (A(v, 0) is denoted
by A, in [L3, 12.1].)

Let C (C)I<k<, be a collection of subspaces C of V, and let (B, 0,j)
A(v, w). We say C is B-stable if B(Co,t<)) = Cin(h)for any h H.

V" V V".Let w, v, v’, 7Z>o be such that v + We consider the diagram

(10.2) A(v", 0) x A(v’, w) 2 (v, w; v") F(v, w; v") A(v, w),

where the notations are as follows. A point of F(v, w; v") is a point (B, 0,j)
A(v, w) together with a collection of subspaces Ck of Vk for each vertex k such that
C (Ck)k is B-stable and has the dimension v’ v v". A point of F(v, w; v") is a
point (B, 0, j, C) of F(v, w; v") together with a collection of isomorphisms R,: Vk’
Ck, R: Vk" Vk/Ck for each vertex k. Let us define p2(B,O,j, C,R’,R")=
(B, O,j, C), pa(B, O,j, C)= (B, O,j). Define the map Pl by pl(B, O,j, C,R’,R")=
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(B", B’, 0, j’) where B", B’, j’ are detetmined by

Rin(h)B nhRout(h). Vut(h) --) Cin(h),

j;, j, R’k Vk’ Wk

l!
in(h),h BhRout(h) Vut(h)---) Vin(h)/Cin(h

Nilpotency of B’, B" can be checked as follows. As in the proof of Lemma 5.9,
there exists a filtration 0 Vk(0) c Vk(1)c "’c Vk(N) Vk such that Bh(Vo’ut(h))(m) C

m-l) Thenn(h)

u, Dr-1 Ill(m) (m--l)
in(h).,h,,out(h), rout(h) rout(h)) Vin(h) (’ Cin(h),

u,,o,,-1
in(h)h ,,out(h)(l/(m) /l/(m) Cout(h) c (m-1)/l/-(m-1)

"out(h)/" out(h) (’ Vin(h) ! ’in(h) 0 Cin(h

This implies the nilpotency.
Recall that we have

H A(v, w)

{(B, 0,j) A(v, w)l(B, 0,j) satisfies the condition (1) in Proposition 3.5}.

Then the following is obvious.

LEMMA 10.3. In the diagram (10.2), we have

(P3 o p2)-l(A(v, w)c H) pX(A(v", 0) x (A(v’, w)c H)).

By this lemma, we can restrict the diagram (10.2) to H, forget the A(v, w)-
factor, and consider its quotient by G,, G. We get the diagram

(10.4) e(v’, w) i(v, w; v (v, w)

where

(v, w; v v’) de---f" {(B, O,j, C) F(v, w; v v’)l(B, O,j)e H}/G,.
If we invoke the proof of the ADHM description [KN], we can see the gauge
theoretic meaning of (v, w; v v’): Consider the ALE space X as the minimal
resolution of the simple singularity as in 2. Then (v, w; v- v’) is the moduli
space of pairs of holomorphic vector bundles and subsheaves of their restric-
tion to the exceptional set. The dimension data v, w describes the Chern class
and the rank of the vector bundle, while v’ gives the ranks of subsheaves on
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irreducible components of the exceptional set. Hence (v, w; v- v’) is an
analogue of the Hecke correspondence (see 12 and [La]). It plays a crucial role
in our construction.

For a later purpose we introduce a generalization of the variety (v, w; v’). Let
(B, 0,j) A(v, w). Let {C C "’ C}k be a collection of flags in Vk for all
vertices k. It is said to be B-stable, if (C,)k is B-stable for all a 1, r. Let
F(v, w; v x, v2, V) be the variety of all pairs of (B, 0,j) A(v, w) and B-stable
flags {C C ." C,}k such that the dimension of C" is v Z<,v. Let us
define

alL--f" {(B, 0,j; {C = = C,}k) F(v, w; v, v2, V)I(B, 0,j) H}/G,.
There is a diagram

(10.5) V Va, W - (V, W; V 1, V2, Vr) -- (V, W)
a=l

as in (10.4). The map 7:1 is given by the restriction of (B, 0,j) to Cr, and g2 is to
take the first component (B, 0, j).
For each vertex k, let ek be the vector given by

ek t(exk, e,k); ek dik,.

We define the following operators on the vector space M((v, w)) of all
constructible functions on (v, w):

Hk: M(2(v, w)) M((v, w)); Hkf Ukf

Ek: M((V, w)) -o M((v ek, w)); Ekf (rc

Fk: M((v ek, w)) --, M((v, w)); Fg (.:)(.e),

where we set u t(u, U2,..., Un) W Cv and consider the diagram (10.4) with
v’ v ek in the definition of Ek, Fk. These are "geometric Hecke operators".
Then the following is easy to check.

LEMMA 10.6.
Then we have

Let (il, i2, i,) be a sequence of vertices, and take v 7Z,o.

EiEi_, Ei,f (Trl)!(Trf), 5,F:’"&g (.z)(.?O),

for f M((v, w)), 9 6 M((v ]=1 ya, W)). Here we have used the diagram
(10.5) with v eia.
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LEMMA 10.7. The operators Ek, Fk on ),M((v, w)) satisfy the relations
(10.1 .d), (10.1 .e).

Proof. The relation (10.1.e) was proved by Lusztig [L3, 12.13]. We reproduce
the proof in our notation. It also implies (10.1.d) at the same time.

Fix vertices k, with k # l, and set N def.
--Ckt. For p 0, 1,..., N + 1, consider

four vectors v, v pe, v2= ek, v3 (N + 1 -p)e and the corresponding dia-
gram (10.5). Then, using (10.6) and the fact that the Euler characteristic of the
variety consisting of the complete flags 0 CO C1.." Cr- C in is
equal to r!, we get

E//v+I -p

(N + 1 p)!
Up

Ek-. f
F/TM -p

fk(N + 1 p)!
g (Trz)!(u’f).

Let v’ v + 2 .. 3 ek A- (N + 1)et. The maps re1, 2 factor through (v, w; v’):

(v, w; v, v:, v3)

(v v’, w) i(v, w; v’) (v, w)

where p is defined by forgetting C 1, C2. Note that (v, w; v’) is independent of p.
To show (10.1.d) it is enough to check

N+I

(10.8) (- 1)PZ(a;X(x)) 0
p=O

for any x e i(v, w; v’).
Take a representative (B, 0, j, C3) of x. Then the fiber of (x) is isomorphic to

the variety of all codimension-p subspaces C such that

(10.9) Ca + Z imBh C 0 B[x(C2)
h: in(h) =l h: in(h) =k, out(h) =l

In fact, if the above C is given, C, C2 are given by

Ck3 ifm=k
Cm V for m # l, Cm2 C otherwise.

The condition (10.9) is equivalent to saying C1, C2 are B-stable.
Let S (resp. $2) be the left-hand (resp. right-hand) side of (10.9). We first show

that S c $2. Since C3 is B-stable, we have Bh(C3) C3k for all h H such that
out(h) l, in(h) k. So it is enough to show that BhBh,(Voutth,)) c C for all h,
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h’ e H such that in(h) k, out(h) in(h’) I. When out(h’) k, we have

Thus we may assume out(h’) k.
As in the proof of (5.9), we-can_take a flag 0 Vm() c Vt) c V=2) c c

V(mN) V such that Bh( IZ(m),out(h)/] ’in(h)IZ(m-1)" Since Ck3 is codimension-1 in Vk, there
exists an mo such that

1) Ck3
Since we have nhBh,(Vk(m)) c7. Vk(m-2) Ck3, the second equality in the above and
the B-stability of C3 implies BhBh,(V) C3. Hence St c $2.
Next we observe that St : $2. Let us define a subset H’ H by h e H’ if and

only if out(h) k, in(h)= I. We have the diagram

o--, Vl/& --, &/c?--, o,

where the middle term is a direct sum of copies of V/C, one for each h e H’;
the second arrow is defined by v---(B(V))hn,; the third arrow is

Ehsn’ F-’(h)Bh(vh)" The complex ADHM equation implies that the diagram is com-
plex. It is clear that the diagram is acyclic except possibly at the middle. Hence
we have dim VJS2 < N dim St/C3. Thus we get dim $2 dim $1 > dim V
dim C3 N 1; in particular, St : SE.

Let dr, d2 be the codimension of St, $2 in V respectively. We have dE < d
by the above discussion. Then ap(x) is empty unless d2 < p < d, in which case
the fiber is a Grassmannian manifold of (dr- p)-dimensional subspaces in a
(dr d2)-dimensional space. Hence (10.8) follows as

(- 1)PZ(a; (x)) (-- 1)"
,=o ,:a2 d p

LEMMA 10.10. (1) Let x e (v, w), and let (B, O, j) be its representative. In the
diagram (10.4) with v’ v ek, we have

dim V dim im Bh.
h H in(h)=k

(2) Let x B(v, w) and (B’, O, j’) be its representative. In the diagram (10.4) with
v v’ ek, we have

rc71(x)
_

d’ dim + E akl dim V/- dim V’ dim
h H: in(h)=k
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Proof. (1) The fiber nl(x) is isomorphic to the variety of all codimension-1
subspaces Ck of Vk such that im Bh c Ck for all h e H with in(h)= k. Hence we
have the assertion.

(2) First take collections V, V’ of vector spaces with dimensions v, v’ respec-
tively. Fix an isomorphism Vk - Vk’ t12 and regard V’ as a subspace of V.

Consider the space of all (B, 0,j)e A(v, w) such that its restriction to V’ is
(B’, 0, j’). It is isomorphic to the space K of all vectors

o (o, o)e ( Yi. w
h H: out(h)=k

such that

E e()Bqh 0.
h e H: out(h) =k

Let I be the image of

(B, j;,): Vk’ - ( Vi.(h) e Wk.
h H: out(h)=k

The complex ADHM equation implies I c K. We show that (B, 0, j) satisfies the
condition (3.5) (1) if and only if q) I. If q e I, there exists a vector v e Vk’ such that
(B, j[,) (v) + q9 0. Then tl;(v 1) c Vk’ @ tl; Vk violates the condition (3.5) (I).
Suppose (p I and there exists a B-stable collection S (St)z of subspaces of V
with j(S)= 0. Since (B’, 0,j’) satisfies the condition (3.5) (1), we have S c V’= 0.
in particular, S has a nontrivial component only on the vertex k. Take s e Sk
and write s (s’, s") according to the decomposition Vk Vk’ tl;. Then we have
(B, j[,)(s’) + (ps" 0. Since q9 I by the assumption, we must have s" 0. This
means Sk c Vk’; hence the condition (3.5) (1) for (B’, 0, j’) implies Sk O.

Taking G,e-action into consideration, we have that the fiber n-l(x) is
isomorphic to the projective space P(K/I).
The condition (3.5) (1) for (B’, 0,j’) implies (B’h,j,) is injective; hence dim I

dim Vk’. On the other hand, we have

dim K dim ker e()B’ + dim I’F.
h H:out(h)=k

Combining these, we have the assertion. E!

LEMMA 10.11.
relations (10.l.c).

The linear operators Ek, Fk, Hk on ),M((v, w)) satisfy the

Proof. Fix vertices k, l, and take a vector v e 710. Consider the space of all
triples ((B, 0, j), Ct, C2) where (B, 0, j)e A(v, w)c H and C, C2 are B-stable col-
lections of subspaces of Vm’S with the dimensions v et, v ek respectively. Let us
denote by its quotient by G,e. It is isomorphic to the fiber product of (v, w; ek)
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and (v, w; e) over t3(v, w). There exists a diagram

II2(v e, w) -, (v e, w),

and we have EkFtf (1-I2)!(II’f).
Let us consider the fiber product of (v- d, w; ek) and (v- ek, w; d) over

(v ek d, w), namely

’ {(xx, x) e N(v d, w; e) x N(v e, w; e’)ll(x x) (x2)},

where we add the superscript 1, 2 to rc in the diagram (10.4) in order to
distinguish the maps for (v d, w; ek) and (v ek, w; e). There is a diagram

e(v e, w) g! , _1 e(v d, w),

and we have FEkf (1-l)!(II’t*f).
Let us introduce a subset {G,(B, O,j, C a, C2) e IC C2} of . When

k l, we have . If G,e(B, O, j, C, C2) e \, CCz is a collection of
subspaces having the dimension v- ek- ez. Consider the pair of restrictions
of (B, 0,j) to C and C C2. Then the G,_e,-orbit through it is a point in
(v et, w; ek). Similarly, we can associate a point in (v ek, w; eZ). Thus there
exists a continuous map

We have I1’ o II1, IIz o (b 1-I2.
Let ’ {(x, X2) e 3tlX X2}. We have ’ , if k - 1. We shall show that

tI) gives a homeomorphism between \ and ’\’ by constructing the inverse
of.

Suppose (x, x2) ’ is given. Take a collection of vector spaces V’ (V,) with
the dimension v ek e, and a representative (B’, 0, j’) of r(x) rc2(x2). Take
a collection of vector spaces Ek with the dimension ek, i.e., Ekm 0 if m k and
E, . Similarly take E. Then define

Cl__. V’Ek, C2 V’@E, V V’ ( Ek ( E

(take the direct sum at each vertex). Take a representative (B, O,j , V’) (resp.
(B2, 0,j 2, V’)) of x (resp. x2) so that its restriction to V’ is equal to (B’, O,j’).
Then (B, 0,j) and (B2, 0,j2) define a datum (B, 0,j) on Vby

B(v’ x ( y) a_e__.. B(v ( x) + B2(0 @ y),

j(v’ O) x O) y)’t-f-’j(v’ x) + j2(0 () y)

where v’ x y e V’ Ek ( E V, and C, C2 are considered as subspaces of
V, and v’@ x (resp. 0 @ y) is considered as an element of C (resp. C2). Then
(B, 0, j) satisfies the complex ADHM equation. We want to define the inverse of
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as ’\$’ (x 1, x2)---G,C(B, 0,j, C1, C2) . We show that (B, 0,j) satisfies the
condition (3.5) (1) if and only if (x :, x2) ’.

If k and x x, take representatives so that (B 1, 0,j) (B2, 0,j2). Then
(0 1-1) V’E* E*= V is B-stable and in the kernel of j. Hence
(B, 0, j) does not satisfy (3.5) (1).

Suppose there exists a nontrivial B-stable collection S (S) of subspaces in
V such that j(S) 0. Since the restriction (B, 0,j ) satisfies (3.5)(1), the intersec-
tion S C is zero. In particular, S has nonzero components only on the vertex k.
Similarly, we have S C2 0 and S # 0 only if m 1. Hence S 0 if k 1.
Therefore we may assume k l, and S 0 for all m k. Write a nonzero ele-
ment in Sk as v’ a b according to the decomposition ’ . Since
S C 0, S C2 0, we must have a 0, b 0. Since S is B-stable, we have
B(v’ a) + B(0 b) 0 for all h with out(h) k. Define a map 9: Cff C by

g=
-a/b] C=’C=’.

It is invertible and satisfies B Bg. This shows (B, 0,j , V’) and (B2, 0,j 2, V’)
are in the same G_,-orbit; hence x= x2. We thus have a homeomorphism
between and ’’.
Now the additivity of Euler characteristics implies

(tf fef)(x)

a(z((?f)-(a) ni(x) ) Z(n*f)-(a) n-(x) ’))
ae

for f M((v- et, w)) and x (v- ek, w). In particular, we have Ek FIER
if k I. Henceforth we may assume k 1. Since we have H(H](x) )= x,
H(H-(x) ’) x, we have

(eff- fef)(x) (Z(n(x) )- Z(n-(x) ’))f(x).

By Lemma 10.10, we have

z(H](x) )- z(H-(x) ’) dim + au dim 2(dim 1).

This shows (10.1.c).

The relations (10.1.a) and (10.1.b) are obviously satisfied, so we have the
following.

PROPOSITION 10.12. @M((v, w)) is a representation space of u.

Let x be the constant function on (0, w) with value 1. Let

(w)2 u- .x @ M(e(v, w)),

L(v, w) dL--f" M((v, w)) L(w).
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LEMMA 10.13. We have

F’t’+l x 0 for k l,...,n,

where w t(dim W1, dim l/V,).

Proof. Let v be such that I)k Wk %" 1, l) --0 for 4: k. Then Jk: Vk-- Wk is
never injective. By Proposition 3.5 we have A(v, w)H . Hence we have
M(t3(v, w)) 0 and the assertion. El

Therefore we get the main result in this section.

THEOREM 10.14. The operators Ek, Fk, Hk oft L(w) give the irreducible highest-
weight integrable representation of the Kac-Moody algebra associated with the
generalized Caftan matrix C with the highest weight w. Each summand of the de-
composition L(w) ()v L(v, w) is a weight space with the weight w Cv.

Let Y Irr (v, w) be an irreducible component of (v, w). Following [L4, 3.8]
we define a linear function T,: V(v, w) - for Y e Irr t3(v, w); it associates to a
constructible function f L(v, w) the (constant) value of f on a suitable open
dense subset of Y. Since L(v, w) is finite-dimensional, we can take such an open set
on which any f L(v, w) is constant. Thus we have a linear map

to: L(v, w) "" e(,, ,,),

where ([Irr (v, w)is the -vector space of -valued functions on Irr (v, w), and is
isomorphic to the cohomology group Hk(gJk(v, w); ) with k dim: 9Jk(v, w) by
(.5).
The following is proved in [L4, 4.16].

PROPOSITION 10.15. (1) The linear map tO is surjective; for any Y Irr (v, w),
there is a function fr L(v, w) such that for some open dense subset 0 of Y we
have f]o 1 and such that for some closed G,e-invariant subset H c (v, w) of
dimension < dim (v, w) we have f 0 outside Y H.

(2) When the underlying graph is of type A, D, E, or affine type, tO is an
isomorphism.

Lusztig treated only A(v, O) instead of (v, w). Since : H c A(v, w) (v, w) is
a principal G-bundle, the irreducible components of (v, w) are a projection
of irreducible components of H A(v, w). Since A(v, w)\H is a subvariety in
A(v, w) A(v, 0) x HOmk(Vk, Wk), the irreuducible components of H A(v, w)
can be identified with irreducible components of A(v, 0). However, notice that an
irreducible component Y of A(v, w) may be entirely contained in the complement
of H. Hence we only have Irr (v, w) c Irr A(v, 0).

THEOREM 10.16. When the underlying graph is of type A, D, E, or affine, the
middle cohomology group Hk(gj/;(v, w); ) (k dim 93l(v, w)) of the moduli space
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is isomorphic to L(v, w), and hence to the weight space of the irreducible highest-
weight integrable representation of the corresponding Kac-Moody algebra, where
the highest weight is w, and the weight is w Cv.

The middle homology group Hk(93t(v, w); ) has a basis parametrized by
Irr (v, w). Thus the dual basis gives a basis on the weight space L(v, w). By its
construction, the following is clear.

THEOREM 10.17. Suppose the underlying graph is of type A, D, E, or affine.
There exists a basis B of u- with the following property: for the irreducible highest-
weight integrable representation L with a highest-weight vector x, let x: u-- L;- x. Then B\(B c x-l(0)) gives a basis of L under the map x.

The corresponding property for the "canonical bases" of quantized enveloping
algebras are obtained in [L2, 8.10], [L3, 11.10].

11. Representations of quantized enveloping algebras. In this section we
assume that the underlying graph is of Dynkin type. Let U be the quantized
universal enveloping algebra associated by Drinfeld and Jimbo to a symmetric
positive definite Cartan matrix (Ck:)<k,t<. Let v be an indeterminate. Let us
introduce v-integers

In]
v-- v-1

In]! In] In- 1]...[1],
[n]![m-- n]!

Then U is the (v)-algebra with generators Ek, Fk, Kk, K (1 < k < n) with
relations (we use the same symbol in 10, hoping this causes no confusion)

(ll.l.a) KkK KlKk, KkK 1,

(ll.l.b) KkE vC"EtKk, KkF v-c"’FKk,

(11.1.c) EkFz FtEk tSkt
Kk K

(ll.l.d) (--1)" EE,E-c’- 0 (k :/: I),
P

(11.1.e) (-1)p FFF-’- 0
P

(k :# l).

Let U- be the (v)-subalgebra of U generated by the elements Fk (1 < k < n).
Let w (w w,)e (7Z>o)". Let L(w) be the irreducible integrable highest-

weight U-module with highest weight w. It has a nonzero vector x with the
following properties:
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(1) EkX O, KkX 1) w’x for all k,
(2) the map n: U- L(w); e ex is surjective and its kernel is the left ideal in

U- generated by Fkwk+l (1 < k < n).
It is also known that every finite-dimensional representation is completely
reducible and the irreducible one is obtained as above for some w ILl], [Ro-I.
Choose an orientation and consider the vector spaces given in (2.1). To

emphasize the dimensions, we use the notation Ma(v, w), Mfi(v, w). Let v, v’, v" be
as before, and consider the diagram

(11.2) Ma(v", 0) x Mn(v’, 0) (v, 0; v") E(v, 0; v")L Mn(v, 0),

where the notations are as follows.
A point of E(v, 0; v") is a point B (Bh) Mu(v, 0) together with a collection of

subspaces Ck of Vk for each vertex k such that C (Ck)k is B-stable and has the
dimension v’ v v". A point of E(v, 0; v") is a point (B, C) of E(v, 0; v") together
with a collection of isomorphisms R’" Vk" - Ck, R’k" Vk’ - Vk/Ck for each vertex
k. Let us define p2(B, C, R’, R")= (B, C), pa(B, C)-- B, and p(B, C, R’, R")=
(B", B’) is defined as in 10. We write ,,n for the derived category of bounded
complexes of G-equivariant sheaves on Mn(v, 0). (For a general graph, one must
restrict a certain class of complexes of equivariant sheaves. See [L3] for details.)

Let L’ ,,,, L" -,,,,a. We associated L aL-f" L’ L" 2,,ta as follows: Consider
aef. L’ L"the exterior tensor product Lx [] on Mn(v’, 0) x Mn(v, 0). Then there is

a unique complex L3 such that p(L3) p(Lx). We define L’ L -f" (P3)!L3.
Let oug,, n be the Grothendieck group of ,,n. It can be considered as a module

over ;Ely, v-1] by defining v(L)= L[1], v-= L[-1]. The operation makes
Cna=f" (),g,,n into an associative graded ;Ely, v-]-algebra. We define a new
associative g[v, v-1 ]-algebra structure o by

(a’, a") a’ o a" vm’(v’’ v")a’ a", afor a’

where

m.(v’, v")aL-f V’outCh)V’nh)+ V.V.
hf

For each vertex k consider v such that ok 1 and vt 0 for k : I. Let Fk) be
the constant complex M,t,,o) on Mn(v, 0)= {0). Now the result in [L3, 10.17]
(see also [-Ri], [L2, 9.4]) can be stated as the following.

THEOREM 11.3. There is a unique (v)-algebra isomorphism 2n: U---, tun (R)
(v) such that 2ta(Fk)"- Ftk ).
For a complex L on a smooth algebraic variety X, we denote by SS(L) the

microsupport of L, which is known to be a closed Lagrangian subvariety of
T*X (see [KS]). If p" X X’ is a map, the transpose of its differential is T’p"
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p*T*X’ --. T’X, where p*T*X’ is the pullback of T*X’ by p. Let p,: p*T*X’
T*X’ be the natural map. Then we have the following functorial properties of the
microsupport:

(ll.4.a) SS(L[1])= SS(L) [KS, 5.1.3];
(11.4.b) if L (resp. M) is a complex on X (resp. ), then SS(L [] M) c SS(L) x

SS(M) [KS, 5.4.1];
(11.4.c) if L is a complex on X and p is proper, SS(p!L) p(T*p-I(SS(L))

[KS, 5.4.4];
(ll.4.d) if L is a complex on X’ and p is smooth, SS(p*L)= T*p(pI(SS(L)))

[KS, 5.4.5].
We study T*’s of maps in the diagram (11.2). The cotangent bundle T*Mf(v, 0)

is identified with M(v, 0) via the symplectic form co (see 2). The cotangent space
at (B, C) of E(v, 0; v") is the cokernel of the map

given by

E(D)----’(iin(h)DhPout(h)’’ DhB- L BhD,),h : in(h)=k h f: in(h)=k

where /in(h)" Cin(h)’ in(h) is the inclusion map and Pout(h)" Vout(h) l/rout(h)/fout(h) is
the projection map. In the second term of the right-hand side, we regard B
(resp. Bh) as a map Vinth)/Cinth) out(h)/fout(h) (resp. Coutth) ---’ Ci,th)). The linear map
T*ps" TMn(v, 0) M(v, 0) ---, Tt],cE(v, w; v") is given by X (X, 0) mod Im E.
The cotangent space at (B, C, R’, R") of E(v, w; v") is the cokernel of the map

A:

_
Hom(Vouth/Cot, Cin) @ @ (Hom(VdC, V") @ Hom(V’, C))

h k

-o M(v, O) @ @ (Hom(VdCk, Ck) @ Hom(V, V") @ Hom(V’, V))

given by

A(D, E, F) (ii,th)DhPoutth,
_

DhBr
h f: in(h)=k

f: in(h)=k
BhDr REk + FR’k-1, EkPk ikFk).

E’ is given byThen T’p2 Tt],cE"--* Tt],C,R’,R"

(X,Y) modImE(X,Y, 0,0) modlmA.
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Finally, T’p1" TffMa(v’, 0) T,Ma(v", 0) T,c, R,, R,,) E’ is given by

(X’, X") (X, 0, Z, W) mod Im A;

t yt Dt-1 Y’D’-Igh .in(h) h.out(h)lout(h) -" lin(h)Rin(h) h .out(h) gout(h)

y, y" l?’-I y" l’-I
h t): in(h) =k h 11: in(h)=k

h s: in(h)=k h s t): in(h)=k

where Rk V’ V is a lift of Rk, and k V--* Ck is a projection onto Ck. The
ambiguities coming from choices of the lift and the projection are absorbed in
Im A.
Take a vector w as before and let gun(w) be the 7Z[v, v-]-submodule of guo

generated by complexes L in .,, such that SS(L) x (k Hom(V, W) does not
intersect with H. Recall that SS(L) is a union of irreducible components of A(v, 0)
by [L3, 13.6].

LEMMA 11.5. 3f(W) (R) (V)is a left ideal in d/go (R) q)(v) containin9 (F))wk+
(1 <k<n).

Proof. Let L’ -,’,a, L" ,",a. We want to study the microsupport of
$$(L’ L"). Define L1, L3 as before. Since L’ L" (p3)!L3 and p(L) p(L3),
we have

SS(L’ , L") = (p3),(T*p-(SS(La)),

T*P2((P2);(SS(L3)) T*p ((pl);(SS(L)),

SS(L) = SS(L’) x SS(L").

Take (B, C, R’, R") E’ and define B’, B" as before. If X Tn*Ma(v, 0) is
contained in SS(L’ L"), then the above shows

T’p2 T’p3 (X) T*p (X’, X")

for some (X’, X") (TM(v’, 0) c SS(L’)) x (T,M(v", 0) SS(L")).

Then we have Xh(Cout(h)) c Cin(h and R’in(h)X XhRout(h), a’out(h)’xhIpttyt, XhRin(h). for
all h f. Hence Lemma 10.3 implies that (B", X", 0,j") satisfies the condition
(3.5) (1) if (B, X, 0, j) satisfies it, where j’ jkR,. This shows gul,n(w) (R) (v) is a
left ideal in gUn (R) (v).
The last statement (F))’k/ gUd (w) (R) (v) can be proved as in 10.13.
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By this lemma, we have a surjective U--morphism

(The same holds for arbitrary graphs, after a suitable modification of the defini-
tion of
Now we use the assumption that the graph is of Dynkin type. Let y be a

lowest-weight vector of L(w); that is, a vector with the following property:

FkY 0, KkY vW’y for all k,

where w’= (w, w) is given by w’= trw with the unique element tr of the
Weyl group W of maximal length. The lowest vector is unique up to constant.

LEMMA 1 1.6. The image of y by L(w) is not 0 in :;Cn (R) (v)/:;ffd (w) (R) (v).

Proof. Take v’ so that w Cv’ aw. By 10.16, we have

# Irr (v’, w) dim L(v’, w) dim L(0, w) 1.

(One can prove this by using the reflection in 9: 93/(, w) is isomorphic to
9J/,(0, w), and 9J/,;(0, w) is diffeomorphic to 991(0, w). But 991(0, w) is a point.) We
thus have a unique irreducible component Y Irr A(v’, w) such that Y c H
(Remark 5.11 (2)). By Remark 5.11 (3), such Y is the conormal bundle of a G-
orbit c in M(v’, w) c {i 0}.

Suppose 2h(y) 0 which means that

SS(L) x @) Hom(Vk, Wk) = A(v’, w)\H
k

for any L ,,.ta. But this contradicts the above observation. The microsupport
of the constant sheaf on the orbit c contains its conormal bundle.

Since oV’ta (R) (v)/d(w)(R) (v) is a U--module containing both highest and
lowest vectors, we have the following result.

THEOREM 11.7. The map 2h is an isomorphism between the highest-weight
module L(w) and ::rn (R) (v)/cgd(w)(R) (v).

For a G-orbit (9c in Mta(v, 0), let Pc be the simple perverse sheaf whose support
is the closure of (9 and whose restriction to (9c is the constant complex (up to
shift). Then, by [L2], Bde---f" {Pc}c,, is a basis of Vn. By Remark 5.11 (3), the set B
can be identified with , Irr A(v, 0) , Irr A(v, w). Let tI): (v) ta (R) (v)
be the map given by the basis B. By the property of the canonical basis B proved
in [L2, 8.10], [L3, 11.10] (the property corresponding to 10.17), induces an

dee. {Pc BIPc oV’l n(w)}.isomorphism q: Q(v)al L(w), where B1
The subset Irr 3(v, w) = Irr A(v, w) consists of orbits whose conormal bundles
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intersect with H (see Remark 5.11 (2)). Then ,Irr (v, w) is contained in B1.
On the other hand, we have

#Bi dimto)L(w) # ) Irr (v, w)

where we used Theorem 10.16 and the fact that dim L(w) is equal to the dimen-
sion of the representation space of corresponding simple Lie algebra. Hence we
have B1 ,Irr (v, w). Summarizing the above arguments, we obtain the
following.

THEOREM 11.8. Let Pc be the simple perverse sheaf whose support is the closure
of Cc and whose restriction to (Pc is the constant complex (up to shift). Then it is
contained in the left ideal generated by (Fk(1))wk+l /f and only if its microsupport is
contained in the complement of H. The set Irr (v, w) parametrizes the canonical
basis of the weight space of L(w) with the weight w Cv.

Remark 11.9. When u w- Cv 0, we have two Weyl group representa-
tions on Hk(gjl; Q) (k dime 9Jl(v, w)); one as given in Corollary 9.3 and one as
the weight space with weight 0. The latter representation can be "deformed" to
a representation of the corresponding Braid group. It is desirable to know the
relationship between the two representations.

12. Analogy with moduli spaces of Higgs bundles over Riemann surfaces.
Quiver varieties have many similarities with moduli spaces of Higgs bundles over
Riemann surfaces, which was introduced and studied by Hitchin [Hi]. Our study
is partially motivated by his result, so we give an analogy here for the sake of the
reader.

Let E be a compact Riemann surface and E a hermitian vector bundle over E.
Let us define

de_f. {unitary connections on E}, f de_if, the gauge group of E.

Then is an affine space isomorphic to f(Endskew(E)), and f acts on
by pullback. The LE-inner product on fl(Endskew(E)) can be considered as a
Riemannian metric on the infinite-dimensional manifold sO. The Hodge star oper-
ator on fX(Endskew(E)) can be considered as a complex structure on z. Hence
z is an infinite-dimensional Kihler manifold. The fq-action preserves both the
metric and the complex structure.

Via the isomorphism f](Endskew(E)) f’ (End(E)), the holomorphic cotan-
gent bundle of can be identified with

T*’ f’(K (R) End(E)),

where K is the canonical bundle of E and the natural pairing is given by

tr( ^ fl) f’l(End(E)), fl f’(Kz (R) End(E)).for
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As in 2, T*M is considered as a hyper-Kfihler manifold. The gauge group action
preserves the hyper-Kfihler structure, and the corresponding moment map is
given by

#.(A, )= R + [/

/(A, *)= for A sO, * e ’(Kx (R) End(E)).

These equations are called self-duality equations in [Hi]. The hyper-Kfihler quo-
tient #-1(0)/f naturally has a structure of a hyper-K/ihler manifold. It may have
singularities in general, but we disregard them here.
Now the analogy with quiver varieties is clear. The connection space corre-

sponds Ma, where both are flat K/ihler manifolds. The cotangent bundle
corresponds to M, and the gauge group f to G,. The holomorphic description in
{}3 becomes an identification of #-l(0)/fq with the moduli space of stable Higgs
bundles, which was proved in [Hi], [Si]. Quiver varieties have an S-action when
the complex parameter is zero, i.e., (, 0), while Hitchin defined an S-action
by

[(A, )] - [(A, t)] e S

Then he studied the topology by using the corresponding moment map as a
Morse function. This was done in 5 in our case.
Both theories have many examples of moduli spaces in common. Donaldson

and Kronheimer described the cotangent bundle of the generalized flag manifold
as the moduli space of Sl-equivariant solutions of the self-duality equation on the
2-disk, while it also appears in our theory (see 7).
We defined a resolution map z: 9J/(;,o) 991o in 3, and we have shown that
n-(0) is a Lagrangian variety, which plays a crucial role in 10. The corre-

sponding thing is Hitchin’s Hamiltonian fibration:

rank E

p: #-1(0)/ @ n(z; 9(K’))
i=1

p([(A, )]) ae. (tr , tr ,2,..., tr (I)rank E).

Both n and p induce isomorphisms between global holomorphic sections. Hitchin
proved that generic fibers of p are abelian varieties, which are Lagrangian in
#-(0)/f with respect to the holomorphic symplectic structure. The central fiber
p-(0) is a singular Lagrangian subvariety, and it corresponds to our Lagrangian
subvariety . (In fact, our argument in (5.8) gives another proof that p-(0) is
Lagrangian.) The Lagrangian subvariety p-(0) plays an important role in the
geometric Langlands correspondence (see Laumon [La]).

Lusztig’s diagram (11.2) corresponds to the so-called Hecke correspondence.
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Constructions of quantized enveloping algebras should correspond to something
in Hitchin’s theory, or the geometric Langlands correspondence, but it is not
clear, at least to the author.
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